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Abbreviations and Conventions
Abbreviations
GR General Relativity
CPFC Primary First Class Constraint
TG Teleparallel Gravity
TEGR Teleparallel Equivalent of General Relativity
Conventions
• Greek indices are reserved for the coordinate basis
• Latin indices are reserved for the Lorentz basis
• Signature of the metric is ηij = diag[1,−1,−1,−1]
• The first letters of both alphabets (α, β, γ, δ, ...; a, b, c, d...) run over 1, 2, 3,
whereas the rest of them run over 0, 1, 2, 3
• Antisymmetrization A[imk] is performed only over the first and last index in
the square brackets: A[imk] = 12 (Aimk − Akmi)
• In the case of vanishing connection, the torsion is defined as:
T iµν := ∂µb
i
ν − ∂νbiµ
• Tk := Tmmk
Labels
bkµ Tetrad field
hk
µ Inverse tetrad field
Introduction
The main goal of this paper is to examine the canonical structure of the teleparallel
equivalent of general relativity (TEGR) [1] and teleparallel gravity (TG). We will
see that TEGR is equivalent to GR because their actions are the same up to a
total divergence term. This total divergence term plays a significant role in some
generalizations of GR. Its presence is the reason why f(R) theories are not equivalent
to f(LT ) theories3. The reason why we want to examine any generalization of
GR [2] is that we are trying to avoid some characteristics of GR such as singular
solutions, nonrenormalizability... Yet, TEGR is significant by itself, regardless of its
generalizations. Certain problems, such as proof of the positivity of energy [3] in
GR, are simpler in this equivalent formulation.
Even though it is not necessary to analyze TEGR and TG in the canonical
formalism, there are some advantages if we decide to do so:
• there is a straightforward way to calculate the number of degrees of freedom
and conserved charges [4]
• there exists an algorithm for constructing generators of gauge symmetries [5]
• a large number of numerical methods are suited for the canonical formalism
[6–8]
• there is a well-known way to quantize theory from the canonical formalism [9],
although in this paper the quantization of gravity will not be discussed
Regardless of its specific uses, the canonical approach is equivalent to Lagrange’s [10]
and as such, it is important to examine it carefully.
In chapter I, we motivate the reason for introducing the notion of torsion in GR.
We construct the Lagrangian of TEGR and then slightly generalize it, thus acquiring
the Lagrangian of TG. Further, we introduce the so-called ADM basis [11,12], which
turns out to be very useful for the irreducible decomposition and calculation of the
Poisson brackets.
3LT is the Lagrangian of TEGR
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In chapter II, we give a short review of the Hamiltonian formalism for constrained
systems [13]. The notions of first and second class constraints are introduced and
then used to express the number of degrees of freedom in terms of them. Also,
we formulate the so-called Castellani’s algorithm, for constructing the generators of
gauge symmetries. Then, we consider electrodynamics as an example.
In chapters III and IV, we examine the canonical structures of TG and TEGR
respectively, by constructing their canonical Hamiltonians and calculating the cor-
responding constraint algebras. The obtained results are then used to classify the
constraints.
In chapter V, we find the generators of gauge symmetries. It turns out that
one of them generates local translations. That means that TG can be derived by
imposing the condition of invariance under local translations. In addition, we will
see that there exists an extra symmetry in TEGR that could remain unnoticed in
Lagrange’s formalism.
Our work gives an essentially equivalent description of the results that have been
obtained earlier [1, 14]. Nevertheless, we believe that certain aspects of this paper
represents a useful contribution to the subject. For example, we present a systematic
way to calculate all nontrivial Poisson brackets in TG and TEGR. Moreover, all the
calculations are presented with details that cannot be found in the literature. This
work can be useful in studying certain generalizations of TEGR, such as f(LT )
gravity.
V
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Chapter I
Gravitation with Torsion
In this chapter, we will present a natural way to construct the action for the so-called
teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR), which is the central theory we
wish to examine in this paper. The starting point will be considering certain aspects
of theories of gravity with torsion [4,14,15], which represent one of the most natural
generalizations of general relativity (GR). We assume that the reader is familiar with
GR at the level of [16] even though, in the following section, we will give a short
review of specific elements of GR that we wish to modify. Results from differential
geometry, used in this chapter, can be found in [17].
§ 1. The Connection and Metric in GR
Very accurate measurements in the Solar System showed that in the fixed gravi-
tational field, bodies with given initial conditions, despite their individual charac-
teristics, have the same trajectories. This indicates that the effect of gravitational
interaction can be replaced by the introduction of nontrivial geometry.
Notions of metric and connection are introduced independently in differential
geometry. The connection can be used to define parallel transport of vectors, while
the metric enables us to define lengths of curves.
Definition 1.1. Let M be a manifold and let γ : (0, 1) → M and vγ be a smooth
curve and its tangent vector, respectively. Then
1. we say that γ is autoparallel curve if ∇vγvγ = 0.
2. we say that γ is geodesic curve if it is stationary with respect to
L[γ] :=
∫ 1
0
dλ
(√
g(vγ, vγ)
)
γ(λ)
. Geodesic curve which connects points A and
B represents the shortest curve between those two points.
In Euclidean space, notions of autoparallel curve and geodesic curve are the same.
However, not every manifold has this property. On an arbitrary manifold, a relation
between the metric and connection, which is mathematically simple, could be geo-
metrically illustrated by examining the link between the geodesic and autoparallel
curves. GR imposes these relations by postulating that:
1
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1. connection is compatible with the metric: ∇g = 0
2. connection is symmetric: Γµσρ − Γµρσ = 0
These conditions define the so-called Levi-Civita connection:
Γλµν =
1
2
gλσ (∂µgνσ + ∂νgµσ − ∂σgµν) (1.1)
Γλµν are called Christoffel symbols.
Conditions 1. and 2. are equivalent to the fact that geodesic and autoparallel
curves are the same. This, very intuitive geometrical picture, can lead us to believe
that these conditions are fulfilled in nature.
Since we want to replace the effect of the gravitational interaction with nontrivial
geometrical properties, it is important to find the quantities that will measure the
discrepancy between the physical space-time manifold and Euclidean space. One
of the many properties of Euclidean space is Schwarz’s theorem: ∂i∂jf = ∂j∂if . If
space-time is actually Euclidean, we can always find coordinates in which ordinary
and covariant derivatives are the same, so we can conclude that [∇µ,∇ν ]A = 0.
However, on the arbitrary smooth manifold, it can be shown that:
[∇µ,∇ν ]Aσ = RσρµνAρ + T ρµν∇ρAσ (1.2)
We can see that Rσρµν and T ρµν are measuring the discrepancy between the space-
time manifold and Euclidean space. They are called curvature tensor and torsion
tensor, respectively. We can express them in terms of connection as:
Rσρµν = ∂µΓ
σ
ρν − ∂νΓσρµ + ΓσλµΓλρν − ΓσλνΓλρµ (1.3a)
T ρµν = Γ
ρ
νµ − Γρµν (1.3b)
It is now obvious that one of the imposed conditions of GR is that space-time
manifold is torsion-free.
Even though GR has simplicity, beauty, and intuitive geometrical picture, there
are at least a few reasons why theories with torsion should be considered:
• It is a well-known fact that the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions,
can all be obtained by localization of certain symmetry groups. Gravitation
can also be obtained in the same way [14]. Thus obtained gauge theory of
gravity has to have torsion. This approach is very tempting because it would
describe all fundamental interactions from the unique principle.
• Both mass and spin of matter are contributing to the gravitational field. On
the other hand, GR does not take into consideration the contribution of spin
to the gravitational field.
• The paper [18] shows that there exist Lagrangians of R+R2 type with torsion,
that satisfy strong Birkhoff’s theorem which says that for SO(3) spherically
2
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symmetric space-time, the unique solution to the vacuum field equations is
Schwarzschild solution with vanishing torsion. That means that such theories
have the same classical predictions as GR in the case of spherically symmetric
solutions, which happen to be almost all the cases in which GR was tested.
That’s why those theories with torsion can be interpreted as generalizations
of GR. They agree with GR in all nonextremal cases, whereas at the very
small scale or in the early stadiums of the universe, their predictions can be
different. [19].
The listed facts provide sufficient reasons for us to study theories of gravitation
with torsion, thoroughly. In the next section, we will give a short review of Riemann-
Cartan geometry [4, 14,15].
§ 2. Riemann-Cartan Geometry
In 1922 E´lie Cartan started developing theories of gravitation with torsion [20].
He supposed that space-time is a four-dimensional manifold with a nonsymmetric,
metric-compatible connection. The geometry of such space-time is called Riemann-
Cartan geometry. Cartan coined the term torsion because he found out that a
body in space-time, with metric-compatible connection and Christoffel symbol part
equals to zero (2.12), has a helicoid trajectory in the three-dimensional space section
of space-time [14]. Later, he proposed that the torsion tensor is related to some kind
of an internal angular momentum of matter. However, his work has attracted more
attention much later.
Lorentz Basis
In order to examine theories with torsion, we need to define the underlying geometry
of space-time. As in the case of GR, we demand that space-time is a four-dimensional
manifold with smooth atlas and Lorentzian metric1. On this manifold, at every
point, it is always possible to find the so-called Lorentz basis, for which:
g (ei, ej) = ηij (2.1)
where ηij is metric of the Minkowski space-time ηij = diag[1,−1,−1,−1]. We can
use the Lorentz basis to impose all the additional conditions that we want our theory
to satisfy, such as the relation between the connection and metric. Afterward, we
can derive what kind of consequences do those conditions imply in the coordinate
basis.
In order to change the basis from Lorentz to the coordinate basis (or other way
around), we need to define tetrad fields biµ (inverse tetrad fields hiµ):
eµ = b
i
µei, ei = hi
µeµ (2.2)
1A metric is called Lorentzian if it’s signature is (+,−,−,−)
3
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We can express components of the metric tensor in terms of tetrads:
gµν = ηijb
i
µb
j
ν = ~eµ · ~eν (2.3)
Now, we can easily prove a couple of useful identities:
ηij = gµνhi
µhj
ν = ~ei · ~ej, ηij = gµνbiµbjν (2.4a)
gµν = ηijhi
µhνj , b =
√
|g| (2.4b)
biµhi
ν = δνµ, b
i
µhj
µ = δij (2.4c)
Covariant derivative of vector vi is defined2 as:
∇µvi = ∂µvi + ωijµvj (2.5)
where we also defined the spin connection ωijµ. As in GR, we will now impose the
condition that the connection is compatible with metric:
∇µηij = 0 (2.6)
This condition is equivalent to the requirement that the spin connection is antisym-
metric with respect to Lorentz indices:
0 = ∇µηij = −ωkiµηkj − ωkjµηik = −ωjiµ − ωijµ (2.7)
Consequences in the Coordinate Basis
There exists a relation between the coordinate and spin connection. This relation
can be easily derived from the fact that parallel transport is a geometric notion,
independent of the choice of basis:
ui + δui = biµ(x+ dx) · (uµ + δuµ) (2.8)
where:
δui = −ωijµujdxµ (2.9a)
δuµ = −Γµλσuλdxσ (2.9b)
Now, we can easily obtain relations Γ(ω) and ω(Γ):
Γσνµ = ω
i
sµb
s
νhi
σ + hs
σ∂µb
s
ν (2.10a)
ωikσ = Γ
µ
λσb
i
µhk
λ − hkλ∂σbiλ (2.10b)
Previous two results, as well as (2.3) imply that the metricity condition is also
satisfied in the coordinate basis:
2Covariant derivative of vν is defined in the standard way: ∇µvν = ∂µvν + Γνλµvλ, where Γνλµ
is coordinate connection
4
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∇µgνλ = ∂µgνλ − Γρνµgρλ − Γρλµgνρ = 0 (2.11)
Geometrically, that means that parallel transport preserves lengths and angles,
which is easily seen from: ∇ [g(X, Y )] = (∇g)(X, Y ) + g(∇X, Y ) + g(X,∇Y ).
Even though the metricity condition is fulfilled, torsion can still be nonvanish-
ing, thus our newly defined theory is more general than GR. That means that the
connection does not have to be Levi-Civita, so it is necessary to find the correct
form of the equation (1.1) in the Riemann-Cartan case. Such an equation can easily
be obtained from (2.11):
Γµλν =
{
µ
λν
}
+Kµλν , (2.12)
where
{
µ
λν
}
is Christoffel symbol, while Kµλν is the contorsion tensor:
{
µ
λν
}
=
1
2
gµσ (∂λgνσ + ∂νgλσ − ∂σgλν) (2.13a)
Kµλν = −1
2
(T µλν − Tνµλ + Tλνµ) (2.13b)
From these equations, we can conclude that in the Riemann-Cartan geometry, it is
not sufficient to know the metric tensor to calculate connection coefficients. We also
need to know the value of the torsion tensor. That’s one of the reasons why we need
both curvature and torsion to characterize Riemann-Cartan space.
Remark 2.1. Dynamical variables in this theory are tetrads and spin connection
coefficients. They will represent generalized coordinates in our physical theory,
although we will constrain ourselves to the case of vanishing spin connection.
We should now define torsion and curvature as functions of the generalized co-
ordinates:
Rijµν := ∂µω
ij
ν − ∂νωijµ + ωisµωsjν − ωisνωsjµ (2.14a)
T iµν := ∂µb
i
ν − ∂νbiµ + ωikµbkν − ωikνbkµ (2.14b)
It turns out that it is also useful to define:
ciµν := ∂µb
i
ν − ∂νbiµ (2.15a)
∆ijµ :=
1
2
(cijm − cmij + cjmi)bmµ (2.15b)
It would be useful if we would know the relation between the old and new definitions
of torsion and curvature. The next lemma specifies such relations:
Lemma 2.1.
5
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(i) Rµνρσ = hiµbjνRijρσ
(ii) biσT σµν = T iµν
(iii) ωijµ = ∆ijµ +Kijµ
First two items can be shown using the equation (2.10a), while the last item can be
shown using Tijµ = cijµ + ωiµj − ωijµ.
In this section, we defined curvature and torsion with Lorentz and coordinate
indices independently. Afterward, we showed that there is a straightforward way to
relate these definitions using tetrads and inverse tetrads. For future reference, it is
important to emphasize that the change of indices (from Lorentz to coordinate and
the other way around) will always be performed using tetrads and inverse tetrads
because they give correct tensor law of transformation, which can be seen from (2.2).
For example:
biµvi = vµ, hi
µvµ = vi
§ 3. Teleparallel Theory
In Riemann-Cartan geometry, there is one very important theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let R(ω) and R(∆) be Ricci scalar curvature with respect to spin
connection and Levi-Civita connection respectively. Also, let Kµ = Kµnn and T k =
Tmmk. Then
bR(ω) = bR(∆) + b
(
1
4
TijkT
ijk +
1
2
TijkT
jik − T kTk
)
+ 2∂µ (bK
µ) (3.1)
Proof of this theorem will be given in § 5.
If we now limit ourselves to the case when Rijµν(ω) = 0, then the previous identity
becomes:
bR(∆) = −b
(
1
4
TijkT
ijk +
1
2
TijkT
jik − T kTk
)
− 2∂µ (bKµ) (3.2)
The left-hand side of the previous equation represents the Einstein-Hilbert La-
grangian, while one of the terms on the right-hand side is total divergence, which
can be ignored. We can conclude that the theory with vanishing curvature, defined
by the Lagrangian:
L˜ = bLT = ab
(
1
4
TijkT
ijk +
1
2
TijkT
jik − T kTk
)
(3.3)
is equivalent to GR. That is why this theory is called teleparallel equivalent of general
relativity(TEGR). Factor a in (3.3) represents some dimensional constant which is
relevant only when Lagrangian has more terms, except (3.3) (for example if we add
matter part of Lagrangian). Even though we will examine only the case of the free
gravitational field, we will nevertheless keep the constant a.
6
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Remark 3.1. If we naively look at (3.1) we could conclude that theory with van-
ishing Ricci scalar R(ω) = 0 and Lagrangian (3.3) is also equivalent to GR. However
that’s not the case, because even though Lagrangians are numerically equal, up to
a total divergence, those two theories have different dynamical variables - GR has
tetrads3, while the theory with R(ω) = 0 has both tetrads and spin connection.
However, if we impose a more restrictive condition Rijµν(ω) = 0, the connection
becomes trivial and thus irrelevant. In order to further simplify our theory, without
losing any physical significance, we will impose additional conditions that the spin
connection coefficients are vanishing. It is important to note that it is not necessary
to do that, but nevertheless, we choose to do so, because of the simplicity.
It turns out that it is also important to examine a theory defined by the La-
grangian:
LT = a
(
ATijkT
ijk +BTijkT
jik + CT kTk
)
(3.4)
which looks like a generalization of TEGR because we can get TEGR Lagrangian
(3.3) by choosing coefficients A,B,C as:
A =
1
4
, B =
1
2
, C = −1 (3.5)
It turns out that torsion tensor has only three irreducible parts. That means that
(3.4) is the most general Lagrangian of teleparallel theory. However, we will restrict
ourselves to the case in which coefficients A,B,C are chosen in such a way that we
do not have additional constraints in our theory4. That theory will be referred to
as Teleparallel gravity (TG).
Let us now take one step back and ask ourselves why do we even want to examine
a theory equivalent to GR? Didn’t we introduce the torsion in our theory in order
to fix the problems that GR has? Well, there are two main reasons why we are
interested in an equivalent formulation of any theory, especially TEGR:
• Some problems can be much easier in the new formulation of the theory. For
example, Nester [3] proved the positivity of energy in GR using the tetrad
formalism.
• Sometimes, generalizing a theory can be very easy from one formulation, and
very hard from the other. For example, even though GR agrees with the
experiment, it still has theoretical problems such as singular solution and non-
renormalizability that we wish to fix. That is why generalizations of GR are
especially attractive. One way to generalize GR is to consider theories with
f(R) Lagrangians. Similarly, we can also consider f(LT ) theories [2]. It is
important to emphasize that new theories f(R) and f(LT ) are not equivalent
because the total divergence term in (3.2) now plays a significant role. The
first step towards understanding f(LT ) theories properly, is analyzing TEGR.
3It is possible to take tetrads as generalized coordinates instead of metric in GR
4The constraints are defined in chapter II
7
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Geometrical Properties
Figure I.1: A′ is obtained by
parallelly transporting vector
A around the closed contour
It is well-known that parallel transport is path-
dependent. If we consider parallel transport of vector
Aµ around an infinitesimally small closed loop it is
easy to see that:
∆Aν =
1
2
RµνλρAµσ
λρ (3.6)
where σλρ is the infinitesimally small surface (pic. I.1)
In TG and TEGR curvature tensor is zero.
Hence, parallel transport is path-independent, so we can define the notion of paral-
lelism globally. This is the reason why we called them teleparallel theories - greek
word τ η˜λε should be pronounced ’tele’ and it means distant.
§ 4. ADM Basis
Definitions and Basic Features
The main goal of this paper is examining the canonical structure of TEGR. Any
canonical analysis requires a notion of time. It is thus useful to introduce a new
basis, one in which the coordinate perpendicular to a spacelike hypersurface will
play an important role. Such a basis represents 3+1 decomposition of space-time.
Figure I.2: ADM basis
In this section, we will not only define the
ADM basis but also state many useful identities
which we will later use extensively.
Let (~et, ~eα) be the coordinate basis. We de-
fine Arnowitt Deser Misner (ADM) basis [11,12]
(~n, ~eα) by requiring that ~n ·~eα = 0 and ~n ·~n = 1.
Historically, the first man to use such a basis,
in a slightly different form, was Dirac [21]. Let
us now express ~n in terms of previously defined
variables:
Lemma 4.1.
nk =
hk
0√
g00
(4.1)
Proof. It is obvious that ~n is unique. We can conclude that it is sufficient to prove
that (4.1) satisfies all the required conditions:
~eα · ~n ∼ bkαhk0 = δ0α = 0, ~n · ~n =
ηklhk
0hl
0
g00
= 1
8
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Every vector ~A has a component along the spacelike hypersurface Σ ( ~A||) and
a component along ~n ( ~A⊥):
~A⊥ = (~n · ~A)~n, тj. (A⊥)k = nk(nlAl) (4.2a)
~A|| = ~A− (~n · ~A)~n, тj. (A||)k = (δlk − nlnk)Al (4.2b)
We can see that the corresponding projectors are: (P⊥)lk = nlnk, (P||)lk = δlk − nlnk.
For calculations in ADM basis, it is very useful to introduce new notation Ak¯, which
represents a component of the vector Ak along hypersurface Σ. Similarly, we define
A⊥ as a component of Ak along ~n. Then, the decomposition of vector Ak can be
written as:
Ak = Ak¯ + nkA⊥, n
kAk¯ = 0, n
kAk = A⊥ (4.3)
Having in mind that indices with bars represent components in hypersurface Σ, it
is somewhat natural to define δ l¯
k¯
to be equal to projector (P||)lk:
δ l¯k¯ = δ
l¯
k = δ
l
k¯ = δ
l
k − nlnk (4.4)
If we have tensor with more than one index, then the decomposition (4.3) is
valid for each index separately. For example, if Bkm is an antisymmetric, second
rank tensor (like torsion with respect to second and third index), then:
Bkm = Bk¯m + nkB⊥m = Bk¯m¯ + nkB⊥m + nmBk¯⊥
= Bk¯m¯ + nkB⊥m¯ + nknmB⊥⊥ + nmBk¯⊥
= Bk¯m¯ + 2B[k¯⊥nm] (4.5)
where Bk¯m¯ = δlk¯δ
n
m¯Bln, Bk¯⊥ = δ
n
k¯
nmBnm. It is now easy to represent any tensor in
a similar form.
We noted that the ADM basis represents 3+1 decomposition of space-time. It
should be natural then to define the notion of three-dimensional metric 3gαβ. We
define it as the inverse of gαβ:
Lemma 4.2. 3gαβ = gαβ − gα0gβ0
g00
Proof.
3gαβgβγ = g
αµgµγ − gα0g0γ − g
α0
g00
(
g0µgµγ − g00g0γ
)
= δαγ
It should be noted that 3gαβ is defined for α, β = 1, 2, 3. However, we will formally
extend the definition to the case when either one of indices is zero: 3gα0 = 3g0α =
3g00 = 0.
It turns out that it is useful to also define N и Nα as:
~et = N~n+N
α~eα (4.6)
9
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Lemma 4.3.
N = nkb
k
0 =
1√
g00
, Nα = hk¯
αbk0 = −g
0α
g00
(4.7)
Proof. If we multiply (4.6) by ~n, using the fact that ~eα · ~n = 0, we get:
N = ~et · ~n = nkbk0 = 1√
g00
We can just as easily prove the second relation in (4.7). The only difference is that
we should multiply (4.6) by ~eβ and then use that ~et · ~eβ = g0β, ~eα · ~eβ = gαβ
~eβ · ~n = 0:
g0β = N
αgαβ
If we now multiply both sides by 3gγβ:
Nα = 3gαβg0β =
3gαµg0µ = −g
α0
g00
In order to complete the proof, we also need:
hk¯
αbk0 = (δ
m
k − nmnk)hmαbk0 = −
hm0hk
0
g00
hm
αbk0 = −g
α0
g00
Useful Identities
There are quite a few identities that we now want to state. We will divide them into
groups:
• Group I will consist of identities useful for transition from the coordinate to
ADM basis (and other way around). It turns out that group I will be particu-
larly useful for constructing canonical Hamiltonian and generalized momenta.
• Group II consists of identities in the ADM basis. These identities will not have
derivatives in them. They will be used to bring some expressions into suitable
forms.
• Group III consists of identities in the ADM basis that have derivatives with
respect to tetrads. They are very useful for calculating Poisson brackets, which
are inevitable in the canonical analysis.
Group I
A⊥ = NA0 A0 = NA⊥ +NαAα
Am¯ = Aα
[
hm
α +Nαhm
0
]
Am¯ = bmαA
α +NαbmαA
0
Am¯Bm¯ =
[
Aβ +NβA0
]
Bβ
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
(4.8c)
10
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We can see that there is an analogy between the perpendicular component (A⊥) in
the ADM basis and the zeroth component in the coordinate basis (A0). A similar
analogy can be drawn between Am¯ and Aα. They are not interchangeable in a
straightforward way, but it is useful to have such analogy in mind.
Group II
Ak¯B
k¯ = AkB
k¯ = Ak¯B
k ηklη
l¯m¯ = ηk¯l¯η
l¯m¯ = δm¯k¯
δk¯k¯ = 3 k¯l¯m¯⊥
k¯l¯m¯⊥ = −6
hk¯
0 = 0 nk¯ = 0
bk⊥ = nk 3gαβ = hk¯
αhk¯β
hk¯
αAk = 3gαβAβ
3gαβbmα = hm¯
β
hk¯
αbkβ = δ
α
β hk¯
αbmα = δ
m¯
k¯
(4.9a)
(4.9b)
(4.9c)
(4.9d)
(4.9e)
(4.9f)
Some of these relations are equivalent, but from a practical point of view, it is useful
to list all of them. Let us state one more relation that belongs to this group, but we
intentionally separate it from the rest of the group:
b := det(bkµ) =
N
n0
det(baα) = JN (4.10)
where J = 1
n0
det(baα). Proof of this relation is given in lemma A.4.
It turns out that the calculation of Poisson brackets can be somewhat simplified
using this relation because it expresses determinant b in terms of J , which does not
depend on bk0, and N , which linearly depends on bk0.
Group III
∂hi
µ
∂bjν
= −hiνhjµ ∂g
µν
∂biρ
= −hiµgνρ − hiνgµρ
∂nk
∂biµ
= −nihk¯µ = −nibkα3gαµ
∂N
∂bkα
= −Nαnk
∂J
∂biµ
= Jbiα
3gαµ = Jhi¯
µ ∂b
∂bkµ
= bhk
µ
nk
∂Nβ
∂bkα
= N3gαβ nk
∂hm¯
β
∂bkα
= nm
3gαβ
bsα
∂hl¯
γ
∂bsµ
= −δγαhl¯µ blα
∂δj¯p¯
∂blµ
= 0
nk
∂nm
∂bkα
= −bmρ 3gρα
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
(4.11c)
(4.11d)
(4.11e)
(4.11f)
Many of those relations, from all three groups, can be easily derived from (4.3). We
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will not prove all of them because we do not want to wander off too far from our
actual work. However, we think that it is important to prove at least some of them
to illustrate methods for calculation in the ADM basis. That’s why we will prove a
few relations from each group:
Group I:
A⊥ = nmAm = nmhmµAµ =
g0µ√
g00
Aµ = NA
0
A0 =
1
g00
[
g0µAµ − g0αAα
]
=
1
g00
A0 − g
0α
g00
Aα = NA⊥ +NαAα
Am¯ = Am − nmA⊥ = hmµAµ − nmNA0 = hm0A0 − hm
0
g00
A0 + hm
αAα
= hm
0A0 − hm
0
g00
[
g00A0 + g
0αAα
]
+ hm
αAα = Aα
[
hm
α +Nαhm
0
]
Group II:
Ak¯B
k¯ = δmk¯ AmB
k¯ = (δmk − nmnk)AmBk¯ = AkBk¯
3gαβAβ =
3gαρAρ = A
α − A0 g
α0
g00
= Aα − g
α0√
g00
A⊥ = hk¯
αAk
3gρβbmρ = (g
ρβ − g
ρ0gβ0
g00
)bmρ = (δ
n
m − nnnm)hnβ = hm¯β
Group III:
Relation ∂hi
µ
∂bjν
= −hjµhiν can be obtained by multiplying each side of δki = bkρhiρ
with hkµ∂bjν .
0 = hk
µ∂b
k
ρ
∂bjν
hi
ρ + hk
µbkρ
∂hi
ρ
∂bjν
= hi
νhj
µ +
∂hi
µ
∂bjν
The second relation in (4.11a) is also easy to prove, using (2.3). Further, using
previously obtained results, as well as chain rule:
∂nk
∂biµ
=
1√
g00
∂hk
0
∂biµ
− hk
0
2(g00)
3
2
∂g00
∂biµ
= −hi
0hk
µ√
g00
− hk
0
2(g00)
3
2
[−hi0g0µ − hi0g0µ]
= −nihkµ + nink g
µ0√
g00
Let us also prove a bit more interesting result ∂b
∂bkµ
= b · h µk : Using Jacobi’s formula
∂detA
∂Aij
= adjT (A)ij, as well as the formula for inverse of matrix adj(A) = detA ·A−1,
we get:
∂detA
∂Aij
= adjT (A)ij = detA · (A−1)Tij (4.12)
In our case, matrix A is the tetrad matrix bkµ, while A−1)T is the inverse tetrad
12
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matrix hkµ. That proves our relation.
We could also prove all the other relations similarly. These results are the starting
point for proving much more complicated results, as we will see in the following
sections.
§ 5. Proof of the Equivalence Between GR and
TEGR
In this section, we will prove (3.1) because in § 3 we concluded that the equivalence
between GR and TEGR is a consequence of this relation. We believe that the proof
will be clearer if we divide it into a couple of simpler lemmas.
It is important to note that (3.1) is defined in Riemann-Cartan geometry, so
it is necessary to temporarily leave our teleparallel case. It turns out that it is
useful to define Hµνij := b (hiµhjν − hiνhjµ). In Appendix B in order to prove a
couple of important identities, we used the fact that Hµνij is defined as a product of
two determinants5. Those identities are not important in this section, but we will
nevertheless use them in the following chapters. We can now formulate our first
lemma:
Lemma 5.1.
∇νHµνij = bhkµ
(
T kij − δki Tj + δkj Ti
)
(5.1)
Proof.
∇νHµνij = ∂νHµνij − ωsiνHµνsj − ωsjνHµνis
= ∂νH
µν
ij + (bω
k
jihk
µ − ωkijbhkµ)− bhiµωsjs + ωsisbhjµ (5.2)
∂νH
µν
ij = b∂ν [hi
µhj
ν − hiνhjµ] + (∂νb) [hiµhjν − hiνhjµ] (5.3)
Using the relations (4.11a) and (4.11c), as well as the chain rule, it is easy to see
that: ∂νb = ∂b∂bkρ∂νb
k
ρ = bhk
ρ∂νb
k
ρ and similarly ∂ν [hiµhjν ] = −hjνhiρhkµ∂νbkρ −
hi
µhj
ρhk
ν∂νb
k
ρ. If we now use these relations in (5.3) it follows that:
∂νH
µν
ij = bhk
µ
(
ckij − δki cj + δkj ci
)
where ciµν = ∂µbiν − ∂νbiµ, ck = cmmk. Let us now use that in (5.2):
∇νHµνij =
(
bhk
µckij + bω
k
jihk
µ − ωkijbhkµ
)− (bhkµδki cj + bhiµωsjs)
+
(
bhk
µδkj ci + ω
s
isbhj
µ
)
= bhk
µT kij − bhkµδki Tj + bhkµδkj Ti
5b is the determinant of the tetrad matrix, while hiµhjν − hiνhjµ is the determinant of a
submatrix
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Hµνij can be particularly useful because it turns out that
1
2
Hµνij R
ij
µν = bR.
In order to formulate the next lemma, it is useful to have in mind the third item
in lemma 2.1, which states that ωijµ = ∆ijµ + Kijµ. We can see that ∆ is actually
Levi-Civita contribution to the spin connection, while K is torsion contribution.
Lemma 5.2. Let Rijµν(ω) be the curvature tensor with respect to the spin connec-
tion, Rijµν(∆) the curvature tensor with respect to Levi-Civita connection, while ∇˜
is the covariant derivative with respect to Levi-Civita connection. Then:
Rijµν(ω) = R
ij
µν(∆) +
[
∇˜µKijν +KisµKsjν − (µν)
]
(5.4)
Proof.
Rijµν(ω) = ∂µω
ij
ν − ∂νωijµ + ωisµωsjν − ωisνωsjµ
= ∂µ(∆
ij
ν +K
ij
ν)− ∂ν(∆ijµ +Kijµ)
+(∆isµ +K
i
sµ)(∆
sj
ν +K
sj
ν)− (∆isν +Kisν)(∆sjµ +Ksjµ)
= Rijµν(∆) +
[(
∂µK
ij
ν + ∆
i
sµK
sj
ν −∆sjµKisν
)
+KisµK
sj
ν − (µν)
]
= Rijµν(∆) +
[
∇˜µKijν +KisµKsjν − (µν)
]
We are now ready to prove (3.1). Having in mind that 1
2
Hµνij R
ij
µν = bR and6
∇˜µHµνij = 0, we can multiply each side of equation (5.4) by Hµνij :
bR(ω) = bR(∆) + ∇˜µ
(
KijνH
µν
ij
)
+
1
2
Hµνij
[
KisµK
sj
ν −KisνKsjµ
]
= bR(∆) + ∂µ(2bhi
µhj
νKijν) + bhi
µhj
ν
(
KisµK
sj
ν −KisνKsjµ
)
= bR(∆) + 2∂µ(bK
µ) + b
(
KisiK
sj
j −KisjKsji
)
(5.5)
Using Kijk = −12 (T ijk − Tkij + Tjki), we can transform the last term in (5.5) :
bKisiK
sj
j = −bT sTs
−bKisjKsji = b
2
TijkT
jik +
b
4
TijkT
ijk
Hence (5.5) can be written as:
bR(ω) = bR(∆) + 2∂µ(bK
µ)− bT sTs + b
2
TijkT
jik +
b
4
TijkT
ijk
which is exactly what we wanted to prove. As we mentioned earlier (in § 3), having
in mind that this relation holds, it is now valid to conclude that the equivalence
between GR and TEGR also holds.
6Lemma 5.1 states that ∇˜µHµνij is proportional to the torsion tensor. However, ∇˜ is defined
with respect to Levi-Civita connection, so there is no torsion.
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§ 6. Electrodynamics in the External Gravitational
Field
In this section, we will construct Hamiltonian in the ADM basis for the electrody-
namics. In § 11 we will give further examination of electrodynamics by constructing
generators of gauge symmetries. This example illustrates practically the same pro-
cedure that we will use in the case of teleparallel gravity, but the calculations are
much simpler.
Hamiltonian is defined as a Legendre transformation of a Lagrangian. Since the
Hamiltonian is supposed to be a function of coordinates and momenta, it is necessary
to eliminate generalized velocities. From (4.8a) we see that in the coordinate basis,
velocities can be found in F0α term, whereas in AMD basis F⊥m¯ is the term with
velocities. That’s why our task is to eliminate those terms.
EM Lagrangian is defined as LEM = −1
4
bFµνF
µν . Hence:
piα =
∂LEM
∂∂0Aα
= bFα0, pi0 = 0 (6.1)
Equation pi0 = 0 is the so-called primary constraint. Canonical Hamiltonian is thus:
Hc = piα∂0Aα − LEM (6.2)
In order to express equation (6.2) in the ADM basis, we will rewrite the first term
as:
piα∂0Aα = pi
αF0α + pi
α∂αA0 = ∂α(pi
αA0)− A0∂αpiα + piαF0α
Using (4.8a) and (4.8c) we can make some additional transformations:
piα∂0Aα = ∂α(pi
αA0)− A0∂αpiα + piα
(
NF⊥α +NβFβα
)
= ∂α(pi
αA0)− A0∂αpiα +Npim¯F⊥m¯ +NβpiαFβα,
where we used the fact that piαF⊥α = pim¯F⊥m¯. The second term in (6.2) should also
be in ADM form, so we will write the Lagrangian as LEM = −1
4
bFmnF
mn and then
use the following decomposition:
Fmn = Fm¯n¯ + Fm¯⊥nn − Fn¯⊥nm (6.3)
It turns out that it is useful to introduce the so-called parallel momenta as:
pˆi l¯ := blαpi
α = J
∂Lem
∂F⊥l¯
= JF l¯⊥, (6.4)
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where J = b
N
, b := detb. Lagrangian can now be rewritten using:
FmnF
mn = Fm¯n¯F
m¯n¯ +
2
J2
pim¯pim¯ (6.5)
It is now straightforward to express the canonical Hamiltonian in the so-called Dirac-
ADM [11, 21] form.
Hc = NH⊥ +NαHα − A0∂αpiα + ∂αDα, (6.6)
where:
Dα = A0pi
α (6.7a)
Hα = piβFαβ (6.7b)
H⊥ = − 1
2J
pim¯pim¯ +
J
4
Fm¯n¯F
m¯n¯ (6.7c)
The ADM Hamiltonian in the teleparallel case will have the same form.
Remark 6.1.
• Fm¯n¯ = hm¯µhn¯νFµν cannot depend on velocities because hm¯0 = 0.
• The "perpendicular sign" ⊥ represents contraction with nm, so it is irrelevant
whether we write it as an upper or lower index F⊥m = F⊥ m.
• Throughout this section, we raised and lowered all Lorentz indices (both with
and without bar above them) with ηkm. Let us show that it is valid to do so:
ηkmAk¯ = η
kmδlk¯Al = η
km(δlk − nlnk)Al
= (δmk − nmnk)ηklAl = δm¯k ηklAl = Am¯
It is important to note that (6.6) is the Hamiltonian density, whereas the Hamil-
tonian is H =
∫
d3x Hc. However, that does not mean that the term with total
divergence is insignificant because there may exist some nontrivial boundary condi-
tions. Luckily, this term will be irrelevant in most cases (but not always!). As we
will see in the following chapters, one of the most time-consuming parts will be a
calculation of Poisson brackets. It is easy to show that {F, ∫ d3x′ ∂′αD′α} = 0, where
Dα can depend on the canonical variables bkµ, pilν , but not on their derivatives. On
the other hand, F can depend on both the canonical variables and their derivatives.
For example, if F and Dα do not depend on derivatives of canonical variables, then
there exists fα
(
bkµ, pil
ν
)
such that:
{F,
∫
dx′ ∂
′
αD
′α} ∼
∫
dx′ ∂
′
α
[
fα
(
bkµ, pil
ν
)
δ(x− x′)]
= fα
(
bkµ, pil
ν
) ∫
dx′ ∂
′
αδ(x− x′) = 0
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It is slightly more complicated, but still pretty simple to prove the same result in
the case when F can also depend on derivatives of canonical variables. It is because
of this result {F, ∫ d3x′ ∂′αD′α} = 0 that we say that total divergence is irrelevant
in most cases. That is why we will sometimes omit the total divergence term in
Hamiltonian if we know that it does not contribute to the end result. On the other
hand, if the {F, ∫ d3x′ ∂′αD′α} has some noncanonical variables, like parameter in
gauge transformation ξ(x), then the Poisson bracket can be nonzero. The only
such place, where the total divergence term is important is in chapter V. There
we calculate Poisson brackets of the canonical variables bkµ, pilν with a generator of
gauge symmetries, which depends on gauge parameter (noncanonical variable).
From a theoretical point of view, canonical Hamiltonian (6.6) should give us a
complete description of the physical system. For example, equations of motion can
be derived straightforwardly from the Hamiltonian. However, the canonical analysis
of constrained systems is a bit different from the "standard" canonical analysis
from classical mechanics. That is why we will give a short review of systems with
constraints in the next chapter.
17
Chapter II
Canonical Analysis of Constrained
Systems
In § 6 we saw that in the case of electrodynamics there is a phase-space restriction
pi0 = 0. These kinds of restrictions are called constraints.
In order to work in the canonical formalism, we need to construct the Hamilto-
nian H =
∑
piq˙i − L as a function of the generalized coordinates and momenta. It
is thus necessary to eliminate all generalized velocities from Lagrange’s formalism
by solving the system of equations pi := ∂L∂q˙i . However, this system of equations does
not have a solution in the case of the systems with constraints, so it seems that
the canonical formalism is not applicable. But, it turns out that there is, in fact,
a method to solve this seemingly unsolvable problem straightforwardly. The main
goal of this chapter will thus be to give a short review of the canonical analysis for
the constrained systems. This formalism is particularly useful for gauge theories
because they are an example of a constrained system.
Why do we even want to formulate our problem in the canonical formalism?
• The canonical formalism gives a well defined, nonperturbative procedure for
calculating the number of degrees of freedom [4].
• In the canonical formalism, there is a so-called Castellani’s algorithm [5] which
gives a straightforward way to find the generators of gauge symmetries.
• There is a well-known way to quantize theory from the canonical formalism
[13].
• There is also a well-defined way to calculate conserved charges [9]. In La-
grange’s case, conserved charges are usually obtained using the Noether theo-
rem, but there are cases in which that formula is not well defined.
• A large number of numerical methods are especially useful in the canonical
formalism [6–8].
Historically speaking, Rosenfeld was the first man to consider the canonical for-
malism of constrained systems [22] by applying it to electrodynamics. However, it
18
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was after the works of Bergmann (with his collaborators) [23–26] and Dirac [27,28]
that this formalism started to attract larger attention. Dirac also wrote a book [13],
which represents one of the finest reviews of this method.
§ 7. Primary Constraints
We will only consider systems with finitely many degrees of freedom. It is not
difficult to generalize this whole section to the case of infinitely many degrees of
freedom.
As we said earlier, in order to work in the canonical formalism it is necessary
to eliminate generalized velocities, which is why we need to solve the system of
equations:
pn =
∂L
∂q˙n
(qi, q˙i, t), i = 1, 2...N (7.1)
If we now apply implicit function theorem [29, page 455], we can see that our system
of equations has a solution if the determinant of the Hessian matrix Wij is nonzero:
W = det(Wij) := det
∣∣∣∣ ∂2L∂q˙i∂q˙j
∣∣∣∣ 6= 0 (7.2)
In the case W 6= 0 there is always a way to eliminate generalized velocities and
thus represent all physical variables as functions of the generalized coordinates and
momenta. This is a well-known case thoroughly studied in every classical mechanics
course. On the other hand, the case W = 0 is seemingly more complicated and, as
such, it will be the focus of our attention in this chapter. In this case, the Hessian
matrix has rank R < N . That means that we can solve (7.1) in terms of exactly R
generalized momenta.
q˙a = fa(q, q˙R+1...q˙N , pα, t), a = 1, 2...R, (7.3)
where we assumed, without the loss of generality, that a = 1, 2...R. Let {α} denote
the set of values that the symbol α can take. That set contains R elements, but
those are not necessarily 1, 2...R.
Let i 6∈ {α}:
pi =
∂L
∂q˙i
(q, q˙1...q˙N , pα, t) ≡ hi(q, q˙R+1...q˙N , pα, t), (7.4)
where we used (7.3). It is important to notice that hi(q, q˙R+1...q˙N , pα, t) cannot
depend on q˙R+1...q˙N . Otherwise, we could solve (7.4) for another generalized ve-
locity, and that is impossible because the rank of Hessian matrix is R. Hence,
hi(q, q˙R+1...q˙N , pα, t) = hi(q, pα, t), so the expression (7.4) becomes:
φi(p, q) ≡ pi − hi(q, pα, t) = 0 (7.5)
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Relations φi(p, q) are called primary contraints. To simplify the labeling, we
will suppose that all M = N − R constraints are independent, although it is not
necessary to make such an assumption.
Example 7.1. Let:
L =
1
2
q˙21 + Cq˙2 · q1 −
m
2
(
q21 + q
2
2 + q
2
3
)
We can calculate the generalized momenta from the definition:
p1 ≡ ∂L
∂q˙1
= q˙1; p2 ≡ ∂L
∂q˙2
= Cq1; p3 ≡ ∂L
∂q˙3
= 0
The Hessian matrix is Wij =
∣∣∣∣ ∂2L
∂q˙i∂q˙j
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∂pi
∂q˙j
∣∣∣∣ = diag[1, 0, 0], so it is obvious that
it’s rank is 1. Two primary constraints in this system are φ1(p, q) = p2 − Cq1 = 0
and φ2(p, q) = p3 = 0.
Strong and Weak Equalities
The equations of primary constraints φm(p, q) = 0 define hypersurface Γ. This sur-
face is the background on which the evolution of a physical system occurs. However,
it turns out that in order to fully describe the system it is necessary to take into
consideration not only Γ but also a small neighborhood around it Γε 1. It is thus
Figure II.1: Hypersurface Γ and its small neighborhood Γε
very important to specify if equality is valid on Γ or Γε. That is the reason why we
define the notions of strong and weak equalities:
1Γε includes Γ
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Definition 7.1.
• f and g are weakly equal (f ≈ g) if the equality holds on Γ: f ∣∣
Γ
= g
∣∣
Γ
.
• f and g are strongly equal (f = g) if the equality holds on Γε: f
∣∣
Γε
= g
∣∣
Γε
.
In other words f ≈ g and df ≈ dg.
The phase space outside of Γε is practically irrelevant. Let us now state two impor-
tant theorems:
Theorem 7.1. If F ≈ 0, then we can always find functions fm such that F = fmφm.
Proof. Since the constraints are independent, we can choose them as coordinates
in the submanifold Γε. There are only M of these coordinates, so we need to define
additional 2N −M coordinates, which we will denote as y. Thus, we defined the
coordinates x = (φ, y). We know that the hypersurface Γ is defined by φ = 0, so we
can conclude that F (φ = 0, y) = 0. Using that equation we obtain:
F (φ, y) =
∫ 1
0
d
dt
F (tφ, y)dt = φm
∫ 1
0
∂mF (tφ, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fm
dt
Theorem 7.2. If αiδqi + βiδpi = 0 for arbitrary variations tangent to Γ, then
αi = um
∂φm
∂qi
; βi = um
∂φm
∂pi
(7.6)
Proof. By assumption, vector ~A = αi~eqi + βi~epi is directed along the tangent to
Γ. That’s why vectors ~eqi and ~epi are not independent, so it would be wrong to
conclude that αi = βi = 0. But, we can interpret our problem differently: we can
let vectors ~eqi and ~epi to be independent, but then we need to subtract component
orthogonal to Γ:
0 = αi~eqi + β
i~epi − um∇φm =
(
αi − um∂φm
∂qi
)
~eqi +
(
βi − um∂φm
∂pi
)
~epi
Since ~eqi and ~epi are now independent,
αi = um
∂φm
∂qi
; βi = um
∂φm
∂pi
Construction of the Canonical Hamiltonian
Canonical Hamiltonian is defined as:
Hc = pnq˙n − L
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On hypersurface Γ canonical Hamiltonian depends only on p, q, which can be seen
from:
δHc = pnδq˙n + q˙nδpn − ∂L
∂qn
δqn − ∂L
∂q˙n
δq˙n
= q˙nδpn − ∂L
∂qn
δqn (7.7)
where we used (7.1). Since the primary constraints are derived from (7.1) we see
that the same argument doesn’t hold outside of Γ. That means that the variations
δqn, δpn are directed along the tangent of Γ. From (7.7):(
∂Hc
∂pn
− q˙n
)
δpn +
(
∂Hc
∂qn
+
∂L
∂qn
)
δqn = 0 (7.8)
Using theorem 7.2 we get:
q˙n ≈ ∂Hc
∂pn
+ um
∂φm
∂pn
(7.9a)
− ∂L
∂qn
≈ ∂Hc
∂qn
+ um
∂φm
∂qn
(7.9b)
Lagrange multipliers um are used to replace generalized velocities that we can’t
express in terms of momenta. The number of momenta and coordinates is 2N −M ,
while the number of Lagrange multipliers is um. That is why we define q, p, u to be
dynamical variables of our theory. They are called Hamilton’s variables.
Using (7.9b), as well as Euler-Lagrange equations:
p˙n ≈ −∂H
∂qn
− um∂φm
∂qn
(7.10)
It is important to notice that if g(p, q) is a function of the canonical variables, then
its evolution g˙ = ∂g
∂qn
q˙n +
∂g
∂pn
p˙n can be written in terms of the Poisson bracket:
g˙ = {g,Hc}+ um{g, φm} (7.11)
We note that we must not use any constraints before working out the Poisson
bracket. In order to make our formulas more concise, sometimes it is useful to
write {g, umφm} ≈ um{g, φm} because the term φm{g, um}, despite not being well-
defined, is zero (it is multiplied by the constraint outside of the Poisson bracket).
As a result of that, we can write the evolution equation in a more familiar form:
g˙ ≈ {g,Hc + umφm} ≡ {g,HT}, (7.12)
where we defined total Hamiltonian as HT = Hc + umφm.
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§ 8. Consistency Conditions and Secondary
Constraints
Primary constraints have to be zero throughout all time, but the equation (7.11)
predicts that they should evolve. That is why we need to impose the consistency
conditions :
{φm, Hc}+ un{φm, φn} ≈ 0 (8.1)
Solving them can lead to:
• inconsistencies (for example 1 = 0). If this happens, Lagrangian itself has been
chosen poorly. Such Lagrangians imply inconsistent Euler-Lagrange equations
(for example L = q). We will assume that our Lagrangian does not lead to
inconsistencies.
• identities (for example 0 = 0). In this case, the consistency conditions are
automatically satisfied and thus, they are not implying any further restrictions
to the system.
• equations that are independent of Lagrange multipliers um. Such equations
depend only on p and q, so they are of the form χ(p, q) = 0. They are
completely analogues to the primary constraints, which is the reason we call
them secondary constraints.
• equations that depend on Lagrange multipliers um. Such equations impose
certain restrictions on um.
The procedure is now repeated iteratively - we impose the consistency conditions on
secondary constraints 2... The procedure ends when no additional constraints are
being found. The primary and secondary constraints should be treated on the same
footing. It is thus useful to introduce a new notation for all constraints ϕk, k =
1...M + S, where S is the number of secondary constraints. All of these constraints
now define a new hypersurface in the phase space which represents a submanifold
of Γ. It is thus necessary to redefine the notions of a weak and strong equation with
respect to this new hypersurface3.
Remark 8.1. Even though we treat primary and secondary constraints equally, we
will still define total Hamiltonian using only primary constraints. It can be shown
that this formalism is completely equivalent to Lagrange’s formalism [10]. On the
other hand, if we used both primary and secondary constraints in the definition
of total Hamiltonian, then the equations of motion would be different from Euler-
Lagrange equations, but the difference would be unphysical.
Let’s now examine equations which impose restrictions on um (we ignore the
ones that lead to secondary constraints and identities):
2All additional constraints are also called secondary constraints.
3The old hypersurface is now irrelevant, so from now on, symbol Γ will always be used to denote
this new hypersurface
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{ϕk, Hc}+ um{ϕk, φm} = 0, (8.2)
These equations have to have particular solution um = Um(p, q). Otherwise, equa-
tions would be inconsistent which is in contradiction with our assumptions. General
solution is of the form um = Um + vaVam, a = 1...A, where Vam are independent
solutions of homogeneous equations:
Vam{ϕk, φm} = 0 (8.3)
We have started with M independent variables um and have now successfully re-
placed them with a fewer number of independent variables va. In terms of these new
variables, the total Hamiltonian can be written as:
HT = H
′ + vaφa, H ′ = Hc + Umφm, φa = Vamφm (8.4)
§ 9. A New Classification of the Constraints
The mere existence of constraints hints that the number of real physical degrees of
freedom is probably smaller than 2N in the phase space. That means that some (but
not all!) of the constraints are responsible for the existence of nonphysical degrees
of freedom, that can be eliminated by fixing the gauge. In order to determine which
constraints imply the existence of gauge symmetry, it is useful to introduce the new
classification of constraints4.
It is important to notice that in order to solve (8.3) it is sufficient to find the basis
of the kernel of the matrix Ckm = {ϕk, φm}. It is now obvious that φa = Vamϕm has
the vanishing Poisson bracket with each constraint:
{ϕk, φa} = 0 (9.1)
Further, since Vam represents a basis5, that means that vectors φa constitute a
complete set of primary constraints that have the vanishing Poisson bracket with
each constraint. We can use that as a motivation for the following definition:
Definition 9.1. A dynamical variable A(p, q) is said to be fist-class if its Poisson
bracket with each constraint is weakly equal to zero:
{A,ϕk} ≈ 0 (9.2)
Otherwise, A(p, q) is second-class.
Theorem 9.1. The Poisson bracket of two first-class quantities is also first-class.
4The old classification is useless because primary and secondary constraints are always treated
equally, except in the definition of the total Hamiltonian.
5Index a runs over basis vectors, whereas m runs over components of the vector
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Proof. Let A and B be two first-class quantities. Then, using Jacobi’s identity, we
easily obtain:
{{A,B}, ϕk} = {{A,ϕk}, B} − {{B,ϕk}, A}
= {ckmϕm, B} − {dkmϕm, A}
≈ ckm{ϕm, B} − dkm{ϕm, A} ≈ 0
Properties
• From theorem 7.1 we see that if A is first-class, then {A,ϕk} = ckmϕm.
• H ′ and φa from (8.4) are first-class, so that the Poisson brackets between the
total Hamiltonian and first-class constraints are vanishing. In other words,
the consistency condition for first-class constraints is trivial 0 = 0.
From now on, we will use a new notation, in which γa stands for first-class
constraints (whether they are primary or not), while χα stands for second-class
constraint.
1. {χα, χβ} is nonsingular. Otherwise, we could find a vector pβ, such that
0 ≈ {χα, χβ}pβ ≈ {χα, χβpβ}. Then, the Poisson bracket of the constraint
pβχβ with every other constraint would be vanishing. That means that we
could construct an additional first-class constraint, which is impossible. In-
verse matrix of {χα, χβ} will be denoted as {χα, χβ}−1.
2. The number of second-class constraints is even. That can be seen from the
fact that {χα, χβ} is nonsingular, antisymmetric matrix because for every an-
tisymmetric matrix M,MT = −M :
detM = det(−MT ) = det(−M) = (−1)dim(M)detM
Let us now examine the consistency conditions for second-class constraints6.
{χα, Hc}+ {χα, χβ}uβ ≈ 0, (9.3)
It is important to emphasize that multipliers uβ are defined only when the cor-
responding constraint χβ is primary. In other words, uβ = 0 if χβ is secondary
constraint. Now, from (9.3) we get:
{χβ, χα}−1{χα, Hc} =
{
−uβ if χβ is a primary constraint
0 if χβ is a secondary constraint
(9.4)
We come to a very important conclusion:
6We already noted that the consistency conditions for first-class constraints are automatically
fulfilled 0 = 0
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The number of arbitrary multipliers is equal to the number of primary first-class
(PFC) constraints. Thus, they are very closely related to gauge symmetries. On
the other hand, primary second-class constraints have predetermined multipliers. In
other words, it is like their gauge is fixed by the consistency condition.
We can now rewrite the equation for total Hamiltonian, using (9.4):
g˙ ≈ {g,Hc}+ {g, φa}va − {g, χα}{χα, χβ}−1{χβ, Hc} (9.5)
where φa are primary first-class constraints. Since the multipliers, that correspond
to primary second-class constraints are predetermined, they cannot represent dy-
namical variables and are thus physically irrelevant. We can eliminate them from
the theory, in a very convenient way, by defining the so-called Dirac bracket :
Definition 9.2. Dirac bracket between quantities A and B is defined as:
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − {A,χα}{χα, χβ}−1{χβ, B} (9.6)
It is not necessary to define the Dirac bracket, but it is a useful notion that we wish
to implement. Dirac bracket enables us to write the equations more neatly because
it absorbs cumbersome terms that we usually have. For example, the evolution of
any canonical variable g can now be written as:
g˙ ≈ {g,HT}∗ (9.7)
which is easy to see if we notice that the Dirac bracket between any second-class
constraint and arbitrary variable vanishes.
Remark 9.1.
1. We have already seen that first-class constraints have arbitrary multipliers. We
can use this fact to determine the first or second class nature of constraints,
without calculating Poisson brackets.
2. The number of physical degrees of freedom is:
the number of physical degrees of freedom = 2N − 2N1 −N2, (9.8)
where N1 and N2 are the numbers of first-class and second-class constraints
respectively. We can easily see that this formula holds - from the initial 2N
degrees of freedom we need to subtract all of the constraints (N1 + N2) and
then we also need to subtract the number of arbitrary multipliers (N1) because
we are free to fix a gauge (for any of them).
§ 10. Castellani’s Algorithm
In § 9 we saw that primary first-class constraints are very closely related to gauge
symmetries, but that does not mean they themselves are generators. Luckily,
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Leonardo Castellani [5] found a straightforward way to find all generators of gauge
symmetries. In this section, we will give a short review of his work.
We know that a generator preserves constraints:
{φk, G} ≈ 0 (10.1)
That means that it is a first-class quantity. To determine it exactly, we will assume
that the generator takes the form G = εG0 + ε˙G1 + ... + ε(k)Gk, where ε is an
arbitrary function of time7. If G really generates gauge symmetries, that means that
if q(t), p(t) is a solution of Hamilton’s equations q˙ ≈ {q,HT} (similarly for momenta
as well), then q(t) + δq(t), p(t) + δp(t) is a solution as well, where δq = {q,G},
δp = {p,G}. It is important to note that multipliers va in (8.4) also transform (into
va + δva). That is why the transformation of the total Hamiltonian has two terms
- the first term accounts for the transformation of fields δHT = {HT , G}, while the
second term accounts for the transformation of multipliers φaδva.
d
dt
(q + δq) ≈ {q + δq,HT + δHT + φaδva} (10.2)
δq˙ ≈ {δq,HT}+ {q, δHT}+ {q, φaδva}
= {{q,G}, HT}+ {q, {HT , G}}+ {q, φaδva}
=
[
ε{{q,G0}, HT}+ ...+ ε(k){{q,Gk}, HT}
]
+[
ε{q, {HT , G0}}+ ...+ ε(k){q, {HT , Gk}}
]
+
{q, φaδva} (10.3)
On the other hand δq˙ can also be written as:
δq˙ =
d
dt
δq =
d
dt
{q,G}
=
d
dt
{q, εG0 + ...+ ε(k)Gk}
=
[
ε{{q,G0}, HT}+ ...+ ε(k){{q,Gk}, HT}
]
+[
ε˙{q,G0}+ ...+ ε(k+1){q,Gk}
]
(10.4)
If we now compare (10.3) and (10.4) we get {q, A} ≈ 0, where A is determined by:
A = ε(k+1)Gk + ε
(k) [Gk−1 + {Gk, HT}}] + ...+ ε˙ [G0 + {G1, HT}] +
+ ε{G0, HT} − φaδva (10.5)
Similarly, using Hamilton’s equation for momenta we obtain {p,A} ≈ 0. We con-
clude that if F (p, q) is only a function of the canonical variables p and q, then:
{F,A} = ∂F
∂q
{q, A}+ ∂F
∂p
{p,A} ≈ 0. In other words F (p, q) has a vanishing Poisson
7In field theory, ε will be an arbitrary function of the space-time coordinates, but it will not
depend on dynamical fields
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bracket with A:
{F,A} ≈ 0 (10.6)
That means that A = 0 (up to a constant or some power of a constraint). The last
term in A is a primary first-class constraint. We conclude that arbitrary functions
in (10.5) are multiplied by primary first-class constraints. In other words:
Gk = CPFC
Gk−1 + {Gk, HT} = CPFC
...
G0 + {G1, HT} = CPFC
{G0, HT} = CPFC
(10.7)
At last, we can finally formulate Castellani’s algorithm (picture II.2)
Figure II.2: Castellani’s algorithm
The procedure is as follows: we start with arbitrary primary first-class constraint
Gk. Then, we calculate Gk−1 using (10.7). Using the same formula we can continue
calculating Gk−2... The procedure ends when the Poisson bracket between the last
calculated term G0 and total Hamiltonian is vanishing.
Remark 10.1.
1. Formula (10.7) tells us that every Gi is determined only up to a primary first-
class constraint. That property can be used used to our advantage - by adding
convenient terms to Gi, Castellani’s procedure can be shortened significantly.
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2. In a specific problem, we do not know in advance how many steps will be
needed for the procedure to end. In other words, we do not know in advance
what k is. But, once the procedure ends, we can just count how many steps
did it take (that’s what k is). That is why algorithm II.2 always labels newly
calculated terms as G0. If it turns out that its Poisson bracket with the total
Hamiltonian is not CPFC then we just relabel Gn := Gn−1. In this paper, k
will be either 1 or 0.
§ 11. Electrodynamics
Let us consider the application of the canonical formalism and Castellani’s algorithm
using the example of electrodynamics in the external gravitational field. In § 6 we
already constructed canonical Hamiltonian (6.6). Besides, in (6.1) we found the
primary constraint pi0 = 0, hence the total Hamiltonian is:
HT =
∫
d3x [NH⊥ +NαHα − A0∂αpiα] +
∫
d3xu(x)pi0(x), (11.1)
where Hα = piβFαβ, H⊥ = − 12Jpim¯pim¯ + J4Fm¯n¯F m¯n¯.
One could now use total Hamiltonian to find the equations of motion. However, we
will not do that because our main task is to classify the constraints and construct
the generator of gauge symmetries.
One can find secondary constraints from the consistency conditions. That is very
easy to do from the ADM form of the Hamiltonian:
0 ≈ {pi0, HT} = ∂αpiα (11.2)
This is the secondary constraint. It is easy to show that the consistency condition
for the secondary constraint is automatically fulfilled, thus pi0 and ∂αpiα are the only
constraints in our theory. Both of them are first-class:
{pi0, ∂αpiα} = 0 (11.3)
It remains to construct the generator of gauge symmetries. Since pi0 is the only
primary first-class constraint8 G1 = pi0. The next step in Castellani’s algorithm is
to calculate G0:
G0 = −{G1, HT} = −∂αpiα (11.4)
It can be easily shown that G0 has a vanishing Poisson bracket with the total
Hamiltonian (up to a primary first-class constraint), so Castellani’s algorithm ends.
The generator of gauge symmetries is:
G =
∫
d3x (ε˙G1 + εG0) =
∫
d3x
(
ε˙pi0 − ε∂αpiα
)
(11.5)
We can now determine the gauge transformations of the canonical variables Aµ, piµ:
8It will turn out that k = 1
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δ0A
µ = {Aµ, G} = ∂µε (11.6a)
δ0pi
µ = {piµ, G} = 0 (11.6b)
One more interesting thing we can do is to calculate the number of degrees of
freedom using the equation (9.8). From the 2N = 8 degrees of freedom we need
to subtract9 2N1 = 4, so we obtain 4 degrees of freedom in the phase space. The
number of degrees of freedom in configurational space is 4/2=2.
This was a very useful example because it illustrates the same type of the canon-
ical analysis that we will use in the case of TG and TEGR:
• Primary constraints are obtained by solving the system of equations pi = ∂L∂q˙i .
We can then construct the total Hamiltonian.
• From the consistency conditions φ˙m = {φm, HT} = 0 we either get secondary
constraints or restrictions on Lagrange multipliers.
• We impose consistency conditions on secondary constraints iteratively, until
no more secondary conditions arise.
• By calculating the Poisson brackets between the constraints, we can classify
first and second-class constraints.
• We can (but don’t have to) construct the Dirac bracket in order to eliminate
determined multipliers that correspond to primary second-class constraints.
• Using previously obtained results we calculate the number of degrees of free-
dom and construct generators of gauge symmetries.
• Finally, using the generator, we obtain gauge transformations of canonical
variables.
Several different things can be done in the canonical formalism ( for example
calculation of conserved charges), but in this paper, we will limit ourselves only to
the procedure described in the list above.
9There are no secondary constraints, while the number of primary constraints is N1 = 2
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Canonical Analysis of TG
In this chapter, we will use the canonical formalism to analyze TG [1], which is
defined by the Lagrangian1 (3.4). The Lagrangian (3.4) depends on A,B,C, so it is
not unexpected that there exist constraints that are present only for some specific
values of A,B,C. These are known as if-constraints. On the other hand, there are
also sure constraints, which are present no matter what the values of A,B,C are. We
define TG to be a theory with the Lagrangian (3.4), where A,B,C are chosen such
that we only have sure constraints. It turns out that those are not too restrictive
conditions. In the following section, we will examine TEGR which in addition to
sure constraints also has if constraints.
As a part of the canonical analysis, our task will be to find the canonical Hamil-
tonian and Poisson brackets between the constraints. The constraint algebra will
be used to classify the constraints and calculate the number of degrees of freedom.
However, the generator of gauge symmetries will be constructed in chapter V.
§ 12. Construction of the Canonical Hamiltonian
In § 3 we found that the TG Lagrangian is:
LT = ATijkT ijk +BTijkT jik + CT kTk (12.1)
Calculating the Momenta
The definition of momenta are given by:
pii
µ := b
∂LT
∂∂0biµ
= b
∂LT
∂T i0µ
(12.2)
Actually, it turns out that it is useful to define slightly more general quantities,
called covariant momenta2: Hmµν := ∂L˜∂Tmµν =
∂L˜
∂Tmnp
hnµhpν = Hmnph
nµhpν . It is
1Actually the Lagrangian is L˜ = bLT
2We adopted the convention in which piiµ are called momenta, whereasHmµν are called covariant
momenta.
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now straightforward to calculate:
Hmnp = 2ab
[
ATijk
∂T ijk
∂Tmnp
+BTijk
∂T jik
∂Tmnp
+ CTk
∂T k
∂Tmnp
]
= 2ab
[
ATijkδ
i
m(δ
j
nδ
k
p − δjpδkn) +BTijkδjm(δinδkp − δipδkn)
]
+
2abCTk
(
ηmnδ
k
p − ηmpδkn
)
= 4ab(ATmnp +B[nmp] + Cηm[nTp]) (12.3)
Notice that the Lagrangian (12.1) can now be written as:
LT = 1
4b
HijkT
ijk (12.4)
and momenta are easily obtained from (12.3):
pii
µ = Hi
mnhm
0hn
µ =
1
N
Hi
⊥µ (12.5)
Sure primary constraints are pii0 = 0 because Hi⊥0 ∼ Hi⊥⊥ = 0. They take the
same form as in the case of electrodynamics. We now introduce new quantities
called parallel momenta3
pˆii
k¯ := pii
αbkα =
1
N
Hi
⊥nhnαbkα =
1
N
Hi
⊥k¯ (12.6)
They account for the existence of sure constraints. Parallel momenta are expressed
in terms of the covariant momenta Hi⊥k¯, which depend on torsion linearly. That
means that they can be written as a sum of the term that depends on velocities
Hi⊥k¯(1) and a term that does not depend on velocities Hi⊥k¯(0) :
Hi⊥k¯(T ) = Hi⊥k¯(0) +Hi⊥k¯(1) (12.7)
We can use that fact as a motivation to introduce new quantities, the generalized
momenta4 Pik¯, as parallel momenta without the term H(0):
Pik¯ :=
1
b
(Npˆiik¯ −Hi⊥k¯(0)) =
1
b
Hi⊥k¯(1) (12.8)
We could have defined generalized momenta without the factor 1
b
, but it turns out
that this definition makes other equations look simpler.
3Parallel momenta are labeled with a hat to distinguish them from the quantity
pii
k¯ = pii
k − nkpii⊥, but they still have the property that pˆiik¯nk = 0.
That’s why there is a bar over k.
4Again, we note that we introduce this new terminology for convenience even though it is not
widely used.
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Using (12.3) we can express H(0), H(1) and Pik¯ explicitly:
1
4b
Hi⊥k¯(T ) = aATi⊥k¯ +
aB
2
T⊥ik¯ −
aB
2
Tk¯i⊥ +
aC
2
njηijTk¯ −
aC
2
njηik¯Tj
= aATi⊥k¯ +
aB
2
(T⊥i¯k¯ + niT⊥⊥k¯)−
aB
2
Tk¯i¯⊥ +
+
aC
2
(niT
m¯
m¯k¯ + niT⊥⊥k¯)−
aC
2
ηi¯k¯T
m¯
m¯⊥ (12.9)
Terms with a perpendicular second or third index depend on velocities, which can
be seen from (4.8a). On the other hand, if the second and third indices have bars
over them, then the corresponding term cannot depend on velocities because of
T im¯n¯ = hm¯
αhn¯
βT iαβ. We conclude that:
1
4b
Hi⊥k¯(0) =
aB
2
T⊥i¯k¯ +
aC
2
niT
m¯
m¯k¯ (12.10a)
1
4b
Hi⊥k¯(1) = aATi⊥k¯ +
aB
2
Tk¯⊥i¯ +
aC
2
ηi¯k¯T
m¯⊥m¯ +
a
2
(B + C)niT⊥⊥k¯(12.10b)
Pik¯ = 4a
[
ATi⊥k¯ +
B
2
Tk¯⊥i¯ +
C
2
ηi¯k¯T
m¯⊥m¯ +
1
2
(B + C)niT⊥⊥k¯
]
(12.10c)
We note that generalized momenta provide only a technical convenience that will
be helpful when considering irreducible decomposition. It was not necessary to
introduce them. Also, the fact that H(0) does not depend on velocities, while H(1)
does, is not a property that will be used in the future. In that sense, we could have
just defined them as (12.10a) and (12.10b), but we chose not to, because it would
look very unnatural.
Euler-Lagrange Equations
In field theory, the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by:
− ∂ν
(
∂ (bLT )
∂ (∂νbmµ)
)
+
∂ (bLT )
∂bmµ
= 0 (12.11)
Using the definition of covariant momenta, it is easy to calculate the first term:
−∂ν
(
∂ (bLT )
∂ (∂νbmµ)
)
= −∂νHmνµ
The second term can be calculated using (4.11c) and the chain rule: ∂(bLT )
∂bmµ
=
hm
µbLT + b ∂LT∂bmµ . In order to calculate ∂LT∂bmµ it is useful to rewrite the Lagrangian as:
LT = aATiρσT iκσgκρgτσ + aBTiρσT jκτgτσhiκhjρ + aCT pρσT nκτhpρhnκgτσ
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and then use (4.11a):
b
∂LT
∂bmµ
= −4aAbTiµτT imτ − 2aBbTijmT jiµ − 2aBbTµjiT jmi
−2aCbT µmkT k − 2aCbTmT µ
= −H ijµTijm
Finally, we conclude that the E-L equations are:
− ∂νHmνµ −H ijµTijm + hmµbLT = 0 (12.12)
Construction of the Hamiltonian
As in the case of electrodynamics, we use primary constraints pii0 = 0 to construct
the canonical Hamiltonian.
Hc = piiα∂0biα − bLT = piiαT i0α + piiα∂αbi0 − bLT
= pii
α
(
NT i⊥α +NβT iβα
)
+ ∂α
(
pii
αbi0
)− bi0∂αpiiα − bLT (12.13)
In the last step, we used (4.8a). This is not the end result, so we need to transform
it further. In the first term, we use piiαT i⊥α = pˆiim¯T i⊥m¯ (which is valid because of
(4.8c)), whereas in the second-to-last term we use the identity bi0 = Nni + Nβbiβ
(which can be obtained from (4.6)):
Hc = Npˆiim¯T i⊥m¯ +NβpiiαT iβα + ∂α
(
pii
αbi0
)−(
Nni +Nβbiβ
)
∂αpii
α − bLT
= NH⊥ +NβHβ + ∂αDα (12.14)
where:
H⊥ := pˆiim¯T i⊥m¯ − ni∂αpiiα − JLT (12.15a)
Hβ := piiαT iβα − biβ∂αpiαi (12.15b)
Dα := pii
αbi0 (12.15c)
The total Hamiltonian is given by:
HT = Hc + pik0uk (12.16)
As in the case of electrodynamics, we successfully represented canonical Hamil-
tonian in the Dirac-ADM form. However, we still need to eliminate the velocities
because orthogonal Hamiltonian (12.15a) still has velocity dependence in the first
and last term. We thus make some additional transformations on those terms using
T ijk = T ij¯k¯ + 2T i[j¯⊥nk]:
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pˆii
m¯T i⊥m¯ − JLT = pˆiim¯T i⊥m¯ − J
4b
HijkT
ijk
= pˆii
m¯T i⊥m¯ − 1
4N
Hijk(T
ij¯k¯ + 2T i[j¯⊥nk])
= pˆii
m¯T i⊥m¯ − 1
2N
Hij¯⊥T
ij¯⊥ − 1
4N
HijkT
ij¯k¯
=
1
2
pˆiim¯Ti⊥m¯ − 1
4N
Hij¯k¯T
ij¯k¯ (12.17)
Let us analyze the last term:
1
4b
Hij¯k¯T
ij¯k¯ = aATij¯k¯T
ij¯k¯ + aB Tj¯ik¯T
ij¯k¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
+aC ηij¯Tk¯T
ij¯k¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
(12.18)
Using Tj¯ik¯ = Tj¯i¯k¯ + niTj¯⊥k¯ we get II = Tj¯i¯k¯T i¯j¯k¯ + Tj¯⊥k¯T⊥j¯k¯.
Using T m¯m¯k¯ = Tmmk¯ − T⊥⊥k¯ we get III = T⊥⊥k¯Tj¯ j¯k¯ + T m¯m¯k¯Tj¯ j¯k¯. Combining those
results:
1
4ab
Hij¯k¯T
ij¯k¯ = ATij¯k¯T
ij¯k¯ +BTj¯i¯k¯T
i¯j¯k¯ + CT m¯m¯k¯Tj¯
j¯k¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
a
LT (T )
+BTj¯⊥k¯T
⊥j¯k¯ + CT⊥⊥k¯Tj¯
j¯k¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
4ab
Hijk(1)T ij¯k¯
The first term is independent of velocities, whereas the second one depends them,
so it is useful to rewrite it as:
1
4b
Hijk(1)T
ij¯k¯ = aBT⊥i¯k¯T
i¯⊥k¯ + aCT⊥⊥k¯T m¯m¯k¯ = a(BT⊥i¯k¯ +CniT
m¯
m¯k¯)T
i⊥k¯ (12.19)
Using (12.19) and (12.17), the orthogonal part of Hamiltonian (12.15a) can be writ-
ten as:
H⊥ = −ni∂αpiiα − JLT (T )
+
1
2
Ti⊥m¯
[
pˆiim¯ − aJ(2BT⊥i¯m¯ + 2CniTn¯n¯m¯)
]
=
J
2
P im¯Ti⊥m¯ − ni∂αpiiα − JLT (T ) (12.20)
Now, only the first term depends on the velocities. In order to eliminate them, we
need to solve equation (12.10c). That can be done using the irreducible decomposi-
tion of P im¯.
Irreducible Decomposition
Let us express Pik¯ as a sum of a term in the hypersurface x0 = const. and a term that
is perpendicular to it: Pik¯ = Pi¯k¯+niP⊥k¯. Then, we use the well-known decomposition
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of Pi¯k¯ in a three-dimensional space:
Pi¯k¯ = P
A
i¯k¯ + P
T
i¯k¯ +
1
3
ηi¯k¯P (12.21)
where PA
i¯k¯
, P T
i¯k¯
, P are antisymmetric, symmetric traceless and trace parts of the Pi¯k¯,
respectively:
PAi¯k¯ = P[¯ik¯], P = P
m¯
m¯, P
T
i¯k¯ = P(¯ik¯) −
1
3
ηi¯k¯P (12.22)
This represents the irreducible decomposition of the Pik¯. Irreducible parts are easily
calculated using ni¯ = 0, T⊥m¯m¯ = 0 as well as relations (12.10a) - (12.10c):
P⊥k¯ =
1
J
pˆi⊥k¯ − 2CT m¯m¯k¯ = 2a (2A+B + C)T⊥⊥k¯ (12.23a)
PAi¯k¯ =
1
J
pˆiAi¯k¯ − 2BT⊥i¯k¯ = 2a (2A−B)TAi¯⊥k¯ (12.23b)
P Ti¯k¯ =
1
J
pˆiTi¯k¯ = 2a (2A+B)T
T
i¯⊥k¯ (12.23c)
P m¯m¯ =
1
J
pˆim¯m¯ = 2a (2A+B + 3C)T
m¯⊥m¯ (12.23d)
None of the expressions on the right-hand side can be zero. Otherwise, there would
exist additional constraints, which is impossible because we defined TG to be a
theory with only sure constraints.
If we notice that the irreducible components are orthogonal, it immediately fol-
lows that the first term in (12.20) can be written as:
P im¯Ti⊥m¯ = P⊥m¯T⊥⊥m¯ + P i¯m¯A T
A
i¯⊥m¯ + P
i¯m¯
T T
T
i¯⊥m¯ +
1
3
P m¯m¯T
n¯⊥n¯
=
1
2a(2A+B + C)
P⊥m¯P⊥m¯ +
1
2a(2A−B)P
i¯m¯
A P
A
i¯m¯ +
1
2a(2A+B)
P i¯m¯T P
T
i¯m¯ +
1
6a(2A+B + 3C)
P m¯m¯P
n¯
n¯ (12.24)
Finally, we obtain the orthogonal part of the hamiltonian (12.20):
H⊥ = −ni∂αpiiα − JLT (T ) + J
2
[
1
2a(2A+B)
P i¯m¯T P
T
i¯m¯ +
1
2a(2A−B)P
i¯m¯
A P
A
i¯m¯
]
+
J
2
[
1
6a(2A+B + 3C)
P m¯m¯P
n¯
n¯ +
1
2a(2A+B + C)
P⊥m¯P⊥m¯
]
(12.25)
It is now straightforward to express it in terms of the momenta using (12.23). How-
ever, we will not do that because the expression will just become more cumbersome
and complicated. In the following section, we will see that (12.15a) is the most useful
form of H⊥ for calculating the Poisson brackets, where the velocities are interpreted
as functions of momenta.
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Consistency Conditions
In §8 we saw that it is now necessary to impose the consistency conditions on the
primary constraints pii0 = 0. Since the primary constraints pii0 = 0 have vanishing
Poisson brackets between themselves the consistency conditions reduce to {pi0,Hc} =
0. The only variable that gives a nonvanishing Poisson bracket with pii0 = 0 is bk0,
so it is important to examine the dependence of ADM variables on bk0:
Theorem 12.1.
• nk, hk¯µ,Hα,H⊥, J = bN do not depend on bk0
• N,Nα, b linearly depend on bk0.
Proof of this theorem can be found in appendix A. Now, using this, as well as
lemma 4.3 we can easily impose the following consistency conditions:
{pii0,Hc} = {pii0, NH⊥ +NβHβ}
= {pii0, N}H⊥ + {pii0, Nβ}Hβ
= {pii0, bk0}nkH⊥ + {pii0, hk¯βbk0}Hβ
= −niH⊥ − hi¯βHβ ≈ 0 (12.26)
By multiplying each side of equation (12.26) by ni, one obtains
H⊥ ≈ 0 (12.27)
On the other hand, multiplying the same equation with bi¯α gives:
0 ≈ hl¯βblαHβ =
(
hl
β − nlh⊥β
)
blαHβ = δβαHβ = Hα (12.28)
Thus, we conclude that the secondary constraints are given by:
H⊥ ≈ 0; Hα ≈ 0 (12.29)
This proves that the Hamiltonian is, in fact, a constraint up to a total diver-
gence term. Thus, by calculating the Poisson brackets [30] between the constraints,
we automatically examine the consistency conditions for the secondary constraints.
Theorem 12.1 tells us that the Poisson brackets between pii0 and any other constraint
are vanishing, so the next few sections will be devoted to computing the Poisson
brackets {Hα(x),Hβ(x′)}, {Hα(x),H⊥(x′)}, as well as {H⊥(x),H⊥(x′)}.
§ 13. Poisson Bracket {Hα(x),Hβ(x′)}
It turns out that in our specific examples, rather than using the definition of the
Poisson bracket, it is much more useful to use the following properties:
1. {biµ(x), pijν(x′)} = δijδνµδ(x− x′)
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2. Chain rules states that if f and g depend on ξa and χb respectively, then
{f, g} = ∂f
∂ξa
{ξa, χb} ∂g∂χb
For simplicity, in the following chapters we will adopt abbreviated notation:
δ(x− x′) ≡ δ, piiµ(x′) ≡ pi′iµ
We are now ready to start calculating. From:
Hα = piiγ∂αbiγ − ∂γ
(
pii
γbiα
)
(13.1a)
H′β =
(
pij
∂βb
j

)′ − ∂′ (pijbjβ)′ (13.1b)
we get:
{Hα,H′β} = {piiγ∂αbiγ,
(
pij
∂βb
j

)′} − ∂′{piiγ∂αbiγ, (pijbjβ)′}
−∂γ{piiγbiα,
(
pij
∂βb
j

)′}+ ∂γ∂′{piiγbiα, (pijbjβ)′}
= pii
γ
(
∂βb
j

)′ {∂αbiγ, pi′j}+ (∂αbiγ) pi′j{piiγ, (∂βbj)′}
−∂′
[
pii
γb′jβ{∂αbiγ, pi′j}+
(
∂αb
i
γ
)
pi′j{piiγ, b′jβ}
]
−∂γ
[
pii
γ
(
∂βb
j

)′ {biα, pi′j}+ biαpi′j{piiγ, (∂βbj)′}]
+∂γ∂
′

[
pii
γb′jβ{biα, pi′j}+ biαpi′j{piiγ, b′jβ}
]
= pij
γ
(
∂βb
j
γ
)′
∂αδ − ∂′γ
[
pij
γb′jβ∂αδ − (∂αbjβ)pijγδ
]
+∂γ∂
′
α
[
pij
γbjβδ
]− (α↔ β, x↔ x′) (13.2)
The symbol (α↔ β, x↔ x′) denotes the term that is obtained from the rest of the
expression by interchanging α and β, as well as x and x′.
It is now important to determine if it is possible to rewrite (13.2) as a linear com-
bination of primary first-class constraints. That is how we check if the constraints
are first-class or not. Terms of the form f(x)g(x)∂µδ are much easier to deal with
than terms of the form f(x)g(x′)∂′µδ, which are common in (13.2). The following
theorem can thus be very useful:
Theorem 13.1.
f(x)g(x′)∂
′
µδ = −f(x)∂µ [g(x)δ] = −δ(x− x′)f(x)∂µg(x)− f(x)g(x)∂µδ (13.3)
Proof.
f(x)g(x′)∂
′
µδ = −f(x)g(x′)∂µδ = −f(x)∂µ [g(x′)δ] = −f(x)∂µ [g(x)δ]
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Using this theorem, the first term in (13.2) becomes:
pij
γ
(
∂βb
j
γ
)′
∂αδ = pij
γ
(
∂βb
j
γ
)
∂αδ +

:0
pij
γ
(
∂α∂βb
j
γ
)
δ (13.4)
The last term in the previous equation is not really equal to zero, but it does not
give a contribution to the end result because of the (α↔ β, x↔ x′) term. Let us
now examine the remaining terms in (13.2):
−∂′γ
[
pij
γb′jβ∂αδ − (∂αbjβ)pijγδ
]
+ ∂γ∂
′
α
[
pij
γbjβδ
]
= −∂′γ
[
pij
γbjβ∂αδ + pij
γ(∂αb
j
β)δ − (∂αbjβ)pijγδ
]− ∂γ [pijγbjβ∂αδ]
= −∂γ
(
pij
γbjβ
)
∂αδ (13.5)
Using (13.4) and (13.5) in (13.2) we get:
{Hα,H′β} =
[
pij
γ∂βb
j
γ − ∂γ
(
pij
γbjβ
)]
∂αδ − (α↔ β, x↔ x′) (13.6)
Finally, the end result is:
{Hα,H′β} = (Hβ∂α +H′α∂β) δ(x− x′) (13.7)
§ 14. Poisson Bracket {Hα,H′⊥}
This Poisson bracket is much more complicated than the last one. If we tried to
calculate it straightforwardly, there would be too much work to do because of (12.25).
That is why we will use a different approach. At the beginning, we will introduce
new quantities which will help us to organize our calculations. Some of them will
be helpful only in the following sections, but we believe that it is simpler to define
all of them just at one place.
New Quantities and Relations Among Them
Definition 14.1.
• T µν := ∂L∂Tkµγ T kνγ − δµνLT Notice that we sum over 1, 2, 3. If we summed
over 0, 1, 2, 3, then T µν would be a covariant generalization of the canonical
energy-momentum tensor.
• ∆µν := −bkν∂γHkµγ Again, we emphasize that we sum over 1, 2, 3. It is in
this way that we account for the existence of the primary constraints pii0.
Let us rewrite T µν in a more convenient form:
T µν =
1
b
Hk
µγT kνγ − δµνLT =
1
b
Hk
µγ∂νb
k
γ − 1
b
Hk
µγ∂γb
k
ν − δµνLT
=
1
b
Hk
µγ∂νb
k
γ − 1
b
∂γ
(
Hk
µγbkν
)− 1
b
∆µν − δµνLT (14.1)
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Introducing another new variable τ , the last expression can be written as:
bT µν + ∆
µ
ν = Hk
µγ∂νb
k
γ − ∂γ
(
Hk
µγbkν
)− δµν bLT =: τµν (14.2)
We use τ only to state and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 14.1.
1. τ 0α = Hα = JT⊥α + ∆0α
2. τ 0⊥ = H⊥ = JT⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥
3. T k⊥l¯ = J
∂T⊥⊥
∂pˆikl¯
4. ∂L
∂T ik¯m¯
= − ∂T⊥⊥
∂T ik¯m¯
Legendre identities
where ∆0⊥ = −ni∂αpiiα, which can be easily seen from the definition of ∆µν .
It will turn out that this theorem will be particularly useful in this and the next
section. Its proof can be found in appendix C.
The second item of this theorem enables us to naturally divide our task into
three smaller ones:
{Hα,H′⊥} = {Hα,∆′0⊥}+ {Hα, J ′}T ′⊥⊥ + {Hα, T ′⊥⊥}J ′ (14.3)
We will now calculate each of them separately.
Calculating {Hα,∆′0⊥}
Using the definition of Hα and ∆′0⊥ we can see that:
{Hα,∆′0⊥} = −pilγn′i{T lαγ, ∂′βpi′iβ} − T lαγ
(
∂βpii
β
)′ {pilγ, n′i}
+blα
(
∂βpii
β
)′ {∂γpilγ, n′i}+ (∂γpilγ)n′i{blα, (∂βpiiβ)′} (14.4)
The first term is vanishing:
{T lαγ, ∂′βpi′iβ} = ∂
′
β{∂αblγ − ∂γblα, pi′iβ} = ∂
′
β
[
δβγ∂αδ − δβα∂γδ
]
δli = 0 (14.5)
so (14.4) reduces to:
{Hα,∆′0⊥} = T lαγ
(
∂βpii
β
) ∂ni
∂blγ
δ − blα
(
∂βpii
β
)′( ∂ni
∂blγ
)′
∂γδ
+ (∂γpii
γ)n′i∂
′
αδ (14.6)
Now, we apply theorem 13.1 in the second and third term and thus obtain four
additional terms. However, one of them is vanishing, which can be seen from5
∂ni
∂blγ
blα = −nlhi¯γblα ∼ δ0α = 0.
5This relation is derived using (4.11b):
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{Hα,∆′0⊥} = T lαγ
(
∂βpii
β
) ∂ni
∂blγ
δ +
(
∂γb
l
α
) (
∂βpii
β
) ∂ni
∂blγ
δ
− (∂γpiiγ)
(
∂αn
i
)
δ − (∂γpiiγ)ni∂αδ (14.7)
Using ∂αni = ∂n
i
∂blγ
∂αb
l
γ, it is now clear that the first three terms in (14.7) cancel
each other out.
{Hα,∆′0⊥} = − (∂γpiiγ)ni∂αδ = ∆0⊥∂αδ (14.8)
Calculating{Hα, J ′}
Starting from the definitions of Hα and J ′, we get:
{Hα, J ′} = T iαβ{piiβ, J ′} − biα{∂βpiiβ, J ′}
= −T iαβ ∂J
∂biβ
δ + biα∂β
(
∂J
∂biβ
δ
)
= ∂β
(
biα
∂J
∂biβ
δ
)
− (∂αbiβ) ∂J
∂biβ
δ
= ∂β
(
biα
∂J
∂biβ
δ
)
− (∂αJ) δ (14.9)
We transform the first term using (4.11c):
{Hα, J ′} = ∂α (Jδ)− (∂αJ) δ = J∂αδ (14.10)
Calculating {Hα, T ′⊥⊥}
This is by far the most complicated Poisson bracket we have encountered so far
because T⊥⊥ itself is complicated. Luckily, there is a way to calculate this Poisson
bracket without using an explicit expression for T⊥⊥. From (12.25) we can see that
T⊥⊥ can be interpreted as a function of ni, T kl¯m¯ and 1J pˆik
m¯. Therefore, we will
examine Poisson brackets between each of those variables with Hα separately.
Formal substitution J → f in equation (14.9) leads to a completely correct
equation if f depends only on tetrads6. This can easily be seen from the fact that
we didn’t use any specific property of J when deriving (14.9). Hence:
{Hα, nk} = ∂β
(
biα
∂nk
∂biβ
δ
)
− (∂αnk) δ = − (∂αnk) δ (14.11)
where we used that biα ∂n
k
∂biβ
= −nihk¯βbiα ∼ δ0α = 0.
Unfortunately, T kl¯m¯ depends on ∂bkµ, so we can’t use the same formula, but we
6f cannot depend neither on ∂bkµ nor on pikµ
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can always start from scratch using only the definitions of our variables:
{Hα, T ′kl¯m¯} = T rαγ{pirγ, T ′kl¯m¯} − brα∂γ{pirγ, T ′kl¯m¯}
= − (∂αbrγ)
δ
[
h′ l¯βh′m¯T ′
k
β
]
δbrγ
+ ∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
= −∂α
[
hl¯
βhm¯

]
T kβ δ − h′ l¯βh′m¯ (∂αbrγ)
δT ′kβ
δbrγ
+∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
= −∂α
[
hl¯
βhm¯

]
T kβ δ + ∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
−h′ l¯βh′m¯
[(
∂αb
k
β
)
∂δ −
(
∂αb
k

)
∂βδ
]
(14.12)
In the last line we use theorem 13.1 in the direction x→ x′:
{Hα, T ′kl¯m¯} = −∂α
[
hl¯
βhm¯

]
T kβ δ + ∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
−h′ l¯βh′m¯γ
[(
∂
′
αb
′k
γ
)
∂
′
βδ −
(
∂
′
αb
′k
β
)
∂
′
γδ
]
−hl¯βhm¯
(
∂αT
k
β
)
δ
= − (∂αT kl¯m¯) δ + ∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
−h′ l¯βh′m¯γ
[(
∂
′
αb
′k
γ
)
∂
′
βδ −
(
∂
′
αb
′k
β
)
∂
′
γδ
]
(14.13)
The second term and the last line cancel each other out. That can be proved using
(4.11e), as well as T ′kl¯m¯ = h′ l¯βh′m¯T ′
k
β:
∂γ
[
brα
δT ′kl¯m¯
δbrγ
]
= ∂γ
[−δβαhl¯γhm¯T kβδ − hl¯βδαhm¯γT kβδ]
+∂γ
[
bkαh
′
l¯
βh′m¯
(
δγ ∂
′
βδ − δγβ∂
′
δ
)]
= −h′ l¯γh′m¯T ′kα∂γδ − h′ l¯βh′m¯γT ′kβα∂γδ
+
(
∂γb
k
α
)
h′ l¯
βh′m¯γ∂
′
βδ −
(
∂γb
k
α
)
h′ l¯
γh′m¯β∂
′
βδ
= h′ l¯
βh′m¯γ
[(
∂
′
αb
′k
γ
)
∂
′
βδ −
(
∂
′
αb
′k
β
)
∂
′
γδ
]
(14.14)
That means that equation (14.13) is reduced to:
{Hα, T ′kl¯m¯} = −
(
∂αT
k
l¯m¯
)
δ (14.15)
Our last task in this section is to calculate the Poisson bracket {Hα, 1J ′ pˆi′km¯}. Since
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1
J
pˆik
m¯ depends on both tetrads and momenta7, the Poisson brackets will have four
terms. The first two only account for the tetrad dependence, so we can use the
formula analogues to (14.9), whereas the other two terms have to be calculated
using the definitions:
{Hα, 1
J ′
pˆi′k
m¯} = T iαγ{piiγ, 1
J ′
pˆi′k
m¯} − biα∂{pii, 1
J ′
pˆi′k
m¯}
+pii
γ{T iαγ, 1
J ′
pˆi′k
m¯} − (∂pii) {biα, 1
J ′
pˆi′k
m¯}
= − (∂αbiµ) ∂ ( 1J pˆikm¯)
∂biµ
δ + ∂β
(
biα
∂
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
∂biβ
δ
)
+∂α
[
pii
γ ∂
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
∂piiγ
δ
]
− (∂αpiiµ)
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
∂piiµ
δ
−piiγ∂γ
[
∂
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
∂piiα
δ
]
− (∂pii)
∂
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
∂piiα
δ
= −∂α
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
δ + b′iαpi′kδ
∂
∂b′iβ
(
1
J ′
b′m¯δ
)
∂βδ
+
1
J ′
pi′kγb′
m¯
γ∂αδ − 1
J ′
pi′kγb′
m¯
α∂γδ
= −∂α
(
1
J
pˆik
m¯
)
δ (14.16)
where we used the fact that:
biα
∂
∂biβ
(
1
J
bm¯δ
)
= biα
(
− 1
J
hi¯
βbm¯δ +
1
J
δβδ δ
m¯
i
)
, biαhi¯
β = δβα (14.17)
The obtained results can now be written as {Hα, ξa} = − (∂αξa) δ, where ξa =
{ni, T kl¯m¯, 1J pˆikm¯}. Using the fact that T⊥⊥ is a function of ξa, as we noted earlier, it
follows that:
{Hα, T ′⊥⊥} = − (∂αT⊥⊥) δ (14.18)
Using (14.8), (14.10) and (14.18) in (14.3), we can finally calculate the most impor-
tant Poisson bracket of this section:
{Hα,H′⊥} = {Hα,∆′0⊥}+ {Hα, J ′}T ′⊥⊥ + {Hα, T ′⊥⊥}J ′
= ∆0⊥∂αδ + JT ′⊥⊥∂αδ − J ′ (∂αT⊥⊥) δ
= ∆0⊥∂αδ + JT⊥⊥∂αδ
= H⊥∂αδ (14.19)
7But there is no dependence on ∂bkµ
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§ 15. Poisson Bracket {H⊥,H′⊥}
Notice that {H⊥(x),H⊥(x′)} cannot have the terms proportional to the Dirac delta
function δ(x − x′) because they do not have the correct symmetry under x ↔ x′,
hence they cancel each other out. Thus, {H⊥(x),H⊥(x′)} has to be proportional to
∂αδ, so those will be the only terms that will be kept in the following calculations8.
With that in mind, theorem 13.1 can now be written as g(x)f(x′)∂αδ = δ(x −
x′)g(x)∂αf + f(x)g(x)∂αδ = f(x)g(x)∂αδ. It tells us that we can interchange x and
x′ without consequences, so there is no need to use x′, but nonetheless, we will keep
x′ in some places, to make the results look simpler in the end.
In the last section, using the theorem (14.1), we successfully managed to solve
the Poisson bracket, without using the explicit expression for T⊥⊥. We will try to
do the same thing here:
{H⊥,H′⊥} = {JT⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥, J ′T ′⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥′}
= {JT⊥⊥, J ′T ′⊥⊥}+ {JT⊥⊥,∆0⊥′}
+{∆0⊥, J ′T ′⊥⊥}+ {∆0⊥,∆0⊥′} (15.1)
This can be further simplified if we notice that:
1. {∆0⊥, J ′} = −ni{∂αpiiα, J ′} = ni∂α
(
∂J
∂biα
δ
)
= niJhi¯
α∂αδ = 0
2. T⊥⊥ does not depend on ∂pikµ, while J depends only on bkµ, so we can conclude
that {T⊥⊥, J ′} = 0.
Using these two items, the equation (15.1) is reduced to:
{H⊥,H′⊥} = {∆0⊥,∆0⊥′}+JJ ′{T⊥⊥, T ′⊥⊥}+J ′{∆0⊥, T ′⊥⊥}+J{T⊥⊥,∆0⊥′} (15.2)
The fourth term can be obtained from the third term by multiplying it with −1 and
substituting x↔ x′, so we only need to calculate the first three terms:
Calculating {∆0⊥,∆0⊥′}
{∆0⊥,∆0⊥′} = {−ni∂αpiiα,−n′j∂β ′pi′jβ}
= ni∂β
′pi′jβ{∂αpiiα, n′j}+ ∂αpiiαn′j{ni, ∂′βpi′jβ} (15.3)
The second term can be obtained from the first one by substituting x↔ x′, so it is
sufficient to calculate only one of them:
ni∂β
′pi′jβ{∂αpiiα, n′j} = ni∂βpijβnibjγ 3gγα∂αδ
8In other words, in this section, we temporarily redefine the equality sign A = B to be valid
only up to terms proportional to Dirac delta function A = B + Cδ(x− x′). That is good enough
for us because terms of the form Cδ(x− x′) will eventually cancel each other out, so they will not
give a contribution to the end result.
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= 3gγαbjγ∂βpij
β∂αδ = − 3gγα∆0γ∂αδ (15.4)
Hence:
{∆0⊥,∆0⊥′} = −
(
3g′γα∆0γ
′
+ 3gγα∆0γ
)
∂αδ (15.5)
where we used that ∂′αδ = −∂αδ.
Calculating{T⊥⊥, T ′⊥⊥}
It is obvious that {T⊥⊥, n′i} = 0, since T⊥⊥ does not depend neither on pikµ nor
on ∂αpikµ. As a consequence, we get quite a useful property: {T⊥⊥, δj¯i¯ } = 0. That
means that T⊥⊥ can be considered a function of ξA = { 1J pˆikm¯, T kl¯,m¯} when using the
chain rule:
{T⊥⊥, T ′⊥⊥} =
∑
A,B
∂T⊥⊥
∂ξA
{ξA, ξ′B}∂T
′⊥⊥
∂ξ′B
(15.6)
There are only two Poisson brackets in (15.6), proportional to the derivative of the
Dirac delta function. The first one is:
{T kl¯m¯,
1
J
pˆip
r¯} = 1
J
hl¯
αhm¯
βbrγ{T kαβ, pipγ} = 1
J
δkp
(
δr¯m¯hl¯
α − δr¯l¯ hm¯α
)
∂αδ (15.7)
while the second one is obtained by substituting x↔ x′ in (15.6). Hence:
{T⊥⊥, T ′⊥⊥} = 1
2
∂T⊥⊥
∂T kl¯m¯
∂T⊥⊥
∂( 1
J
pˆipr¯)
{T kl¯m¯,
1
J
pˆip
r¯}︸ ︷︷ ︸
I(x,x′)
−I(x′, x) (15.8)
Note that we have inserted one half in the previous expression because T kl¯m¯ is
antisymmetric with respect to l and m, so summing over them results in repetition.
Using (14.1) we can calculate I(x′, x):
I(x, x′) =
1
2
∂T⊥⊥
∂T kl¯m¯
∂T⊥⊥
∂( 1
J
pˆipr¯)
1
J
δkp
(
δr¯m¯hl¯
α − δr¯l¯ hm¯α
)
∂αδ (15.9a)
= −1
2
1
J
∂L
∂T kl¯m¯
T k⊥r¯
(
δr¯m¯hl¯
α − δr¯l¯ hm¯α
)
∂αδ (15.9b)
= − 1
J
T l¯⊥hl¯
α∂αδ (15.9c)
Using (4.9e), the previous expression can be written as:
I(x, x′) = − 1
J
Tβ⊥ 3gβα∂αδ (15.10)
Replacing (15.10) in (15.8):
JJ ′{T⊥⊥, T ′⊥⊥} = −
(
JTβ⊥ 3gβα + J ′T ′β⊥ 3g′
βα
)
∂αδ (15.11)
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Calculating {∆0⊥, T ′⊥⊥}
We will once again use the chain rule {∆0⊥, T ′⊥⊥} =
∑
A{∆0⊥, ξ′A}∂T
′⊥⊥
∂ξ′A
, where
ξa = {bkβ , pikµ}. Note that bk0 is not the element of ξa, because ∆0⊥ does not
depend on pik0, so the corresponding Poisson bracket is vanishing. Calculations can
be further simplified using:
1. {∆0⊥, pi′kµ} = 0, because ∆0⊥ does not depend on ∂bkµ.
2.
{∆0⊥, T ′kαβ} = −ni{∂γpiiγ, ∂αbkβ}+ ni{∂γpiiγ, ∂βbkα}
= −nk∂α∂βδ + nk∂α∂βδ = 0 (15.12)
These two relations tell us that for the use of the chain rule, the dependence of T⊥⊥
on the momenta is irrelevant, as well as the implicit dependence on the tetrad inside
the torsion (with spatial indices) T kαβ. Hence:
{∆0⊥, T⊥⊥} = {∆0⊥, bkα}∂T⊥⊥
∂bkα
= nk
∂T⊥⊥
∂bkα
∂αδ (15.13)
where we used that:
{∆0⊥, bkβ} = −ni{∂αpiiα, bkβ} = nk∂βδ (15.14)
Calculating nk ∂T⊥⊥
∂bkα
Since:
T⊥⊥ =
1
J
pik
βT k⊥β − L (15.15)
it is clear that the hardest part is to calculate nk ∂L
∂bkα
, so that will be our first task:
nk
∂L
bkα
= nk
1
2
∂L
∂T imn
∂T imn
∂bkα
= nk
1
2
∂L
∂T imn
∂
∂bkα
(
T im¯n¯ + T
i
m¯⊥nn − T in¯⊥nm
)
= nk
1
2b
Hi
mn ∂
∂bkα
(
hm¯
βhn¯
γT iβγ + hm¯
βT iβ⊥nn − hn¯βT iβ⊥nm
)
(15.16)
Using (4.11d) and (4.11f):
nk
∂L
bkα
=
1
2b
Hi
mn
(
3gαβnmhn¯
γT iβγ +
3gαγnnhm¯
βT iβγ − hm¯βbnρ 3gραT iβ⊥
)
+
1
2b
Hi
mn
(
hm¯
βnnn
k ∂T
i
β⊥
∂bkα
+ hn¯
βbmρ
3gραT iβ⊥ − hn¯βnmnk ∂T
i
β⊥
∂bkα
)
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=
1
b
Hi
⊥n 3gαβhn¯γT iβγ︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
−1
b
Hi
mnhm¯
βbnρ
3gραT iβ⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
+
1
b
Hi
mnhm¯
βnnn
k ∂T
i
β⊥
∂bkα︸ ︷︷ ︸
A3
We divided the previous line into three parts to make the calculations clearer:
A1 =
1
J
pii
γT iβγ
3gαβ =
b
J
(
T 0β + δ
0
βL
)
3gαβ = T⊥β 3gαβ (15.17a)
A2 = −1
b
Hi
βnT iβ⊥bnρ 3gρα = −T n⊥bnρ 3gρα = −Tγ⊥ 3gγα (15.17b)
A3 =
1
b
Hi
m⊥hm¯βnk
∂T iβ⊥
∂bkα
= − 1
J
pii
mhm¯
βnk
∂T iβ⊥
∂bkα
= − 1
J
pii
βnk
∂T iβ⊥
∂bkα
(15.17c)
Acting with nk ∂
∂bkα
on each side of equation (15.15), one can see9 that 1
J
pii
βnk
∂T iβ⊥
∂bkα
and A3 cancel each other out. Thus, the result contains only A1 and A2, but with
an extra minus sign, because of (15.15).
nk
∂T⊥⊥
∂bkα
= (Tβ⊥ − T⊥β) 3gβα (15.18)
Replacing this in (15.13):
J{∆0⊥, T ′⊥⊥} = J (Tβ⊥ − T⊥β) 3gβα∂αδ (15.19)
The last term in (15.2) is now obtained from (15.19) by multiplying it with −1 and
substituting x↔ x′
J{T⊥⊥,∆0⊥′} = J ′ (T ′β⊥ − T ′⊥β) 3g′βα∂αδ (15.20)
Finally, replacing (15.5), (15.11), (15.19), (15.20) in (15.2):
{H⊥,H′⊥} = −
(
JT⊥β + ∆0β
)
3gβα∂αδ −
(
J ′T ′⊥β + ∆′
0
β
)
3g′βα∂αδ
= −
(
Hβ 3gβα +H′β 3g′βα
)
∂αδ (15.21)
where we used the theorem 14.1 in the last line.
Constraint Algebra
Summarizing the results from this chapter:
{Hα,H′β} = (H′α∂β +Hβ∂α) δ(x− x′)
{Hα,H′⊥} = H⊥∂αδ
{H⊥,H′⊥} = −
(
Hβ 3gβα +H′β 3g′βα
)
∂αδ
(15.22a)
(15.22b)
(15.22c)
9We note that J acts like a constant because of nk ∂J
∂bkα
= nkJhk¯
α = 0
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These relations represent the constraints algebra. Now it is obvious10 that the
consistency conditions for the secondary constraints are identically fulfilled. In other
words, there will be no new constraints nor restrictions to Lagrange multipliers.
Number of Degrees of Freedom
From the constraint algebra, we conclude that all 8 constraints pii0,H⊥,Hα are first-
class. Since the tetrad bkµ has 16 independent components, using (9.8) we see that
the number of degrees of freedom is:
number of degrees of freedom = 2 · 16− 2 · 8 = 16 (15.23)
This is a number of degrees of freedom in the phase space, whereas the number
of degrees of freedom in the configuration space is equal to 16/2 = 8. Further
analysis of the canonical formalism, such as the construction of the gauge generator
by Castellani’s algorithm, will be given in chapter V.
10Having in mind that the Hamiltonian itself is a constraint, up to a total divergence term, it
does not give any kind of contribution in this case.
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Chapter IV
Canonical Analysis of TEGR
In this chapter, we will analyze TEGR, which is defined by the Lagrangian (3.4),
but with a special choice of the coefficients (3.5). We already proved that TEGR is
equivalent to GR. In particular, the number of degrees of freedom in configurational
space is 2. Given that all the constraints found in the previous chapter are still valid
in this theory, as well as the constraint algebra (15.22), equation (15.23) indicates
that it is necessary to have additional constraints in TEGR (relative to TG), in
order to have the correct number of degrees of freedom.
§ 16. New Constraints
From (12.23a) and (12.23b) we can see that these new constraints are:
P⊥k¯ =
1
J
pˆi⊥k¯ + 2aT
m¯
m¯k¯ ≈ 0 (16.1a)
PA¯i¯k =
1
J
pˆiAi¯k¯ − aT⊥i¯k¯ ≈ 0 (16.1b)
They can be written in a more convenient form using:
Lemma 16.1. Constraints (16.1a) and (16.1b) can be equivalently written as:
pˆiik¯ − pˆiki¯ ≈ 2aJ (T⊥i¯k¯ − niT m¯m¯k¯ + nkT m¯m¯i¯) (16.2)
Proof. This proof is divided into two parts. In the first part, we prove that equation
(16.1) implies (16.2), whereas the second part is the other way around.
first part (16.1) ⇒ (16.2)
pˆiik¯ − pˆiki¯ = pˆii¯k¯ + nipˆi⊥k¯ − (i↔ k) ≈ 2pˆiAi¯k¯ − 2aJ (niT m¯m¯k¯ − nkT m¯m¯i¯)
≈ 2aJT⊥i¯k¯ − 2aJ (niT m¯m¯k¯ − nkT m¯m¯i¯)
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second part (16.2)⇒(16.1)
Relation (16.1a) can be obtained by multiplying each side of (16.2) with ni. On the
other hand, (16.1b) can be derived by putting bars over i and k in (16.2) and then
using that ni¯ = 0.
Using (5.1), relation (16.2) can be rewritten as:
φik := pˆiik¯ − pˆiki¯ − 2a∂αH0αik ≈ 0 (16.3)
We can obtain even more convenient form if we use (B.5):
φik := pˆiik¯ − pˆiki¯ + a∂αB0αik ≈ 0 (16.4)
where Bµνmn = ε
µνρσ
mnikb
i
ρb
k
σ. Since TEGR has additional constraints (compared to
TG), canonical Hamiltonian (12.25) should be rewritten in a slightly different way.
From (16.1), we can see that the generalized momenta P⊥k¯ и PAi¯k¯ are vanishing,
whereas:
P Ti¯k¯ =
1
J
pˆiTi¯k¯ = 2aT
T
i¯⊥k¯; P
m¯
m¯ =
1
J
pˆim¯m¯ = −4aT m¯⊥m¯ (16.5)
Replacing these relations1 into (12.25) we obtain:
H⊥ = −ni∂αpiiα − JLT (T ) + 1
4aJ
(
pˆi(¯im¯)pˆi(¯im¯) −
1
2
pˆim¯m¯pˆi
n¯
n¯
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2
P 2
(16.6)
Equations of Motion
Given that we have already shown the equivalence between TEGR and GR in § 5,
it is clear that the equations of motion of the gravitational field in vacuum can be
written as:
Rik(∆)− 1
2
ηikR(∆) = 0 (16.7)
We can also prove this differently. The equations of motion in TG case for the
specific choice of coefficients A = 1
4
, B = 1
2
, C = −1 are the same as in TEGR case,
so it is sufficient to prove that in the teleparallel case Rijµν(ω) = 0, as follows from
the identity:
2ab
[
Rik(∆)− 1
2
ηikR(∆)
]
= −∇µH iµk−HmnkTmni + 1
2
H imnT kmn + η
ikbLT (16.8)
1We note that relations P⊥k¯ ≈ 0 and PAi¯k¯ ≈ 0 should actually be substituted into the first line
of (12.24) even though we can also obtain the correct result from (12.25) by ignoring the fact that
there is a division by zero.
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In our specific case, the covariant derivative should be replaced with partial deriva-
tive2 ∇µ → ∂µ, so the right-hand side of (16.8) becomes the left-hand side of (12.12).
Identity (16.8) can be proved if we rewrite (5.4) as:
Rijµν(ω) = R
ij
µν(∆) +
[∇µKijν −KisµKsjν − (µ↔ ν)] (16.9)
and then multiply each side by 1
2
Hµνkj .
In the presence of matter, the right-hand side of equation (16.7) has an additional
term, the matter energy-momentum tensor τ ik. Since equation (16.7) is symmetric,
τ ik is expected to be also symmetric. However, this is not always true. In particular,
this is not true for the Dirac field. If we don’t want to impose an extra (non-
dynamical!) condition τ [ik] = 0 on matter, the only conclusion is that TEGR is
not consistent in the presence of matter with τ [ik] 6= 0 [4]. Nevertheless, restricting
our attention to classical fluid matter, TEGR can be consistently interpreted as an
effective theory of the macroscopic gravitational phenomena equivalent to GR.
§ 17. Poisson Bracket{φij, φ′kl}
Using (16.4) we can express this Poisson bracket as:
{φij, φ′kl} = {pˆiij¯, pˆi′kl¯} − {pˆiij¯, pˆi′lk¯} − {pˆiji¯, pˆi′kl¯}+ {pˆiji¯, pˆi′lk¯} (17.1a)
+a{∂αB0αij , pˆi′kl¯} − a{∂αB0αij , pˆi′lk¯} (17.1b)
+a{pˆiij¯, ∂′αB′0αkl } − a{pˆiji¯, ∂
′
αB
′0α
kl } (17.1c)
≡ I + II
where we defined new variables I and II:
I = Aijkl − Aijlk − Ajikl + Ajilk, Aijkl := {pˆiij¯, pˆi′kl¯} (17.2)
II = Bijkl(x, x
′)−Bijlk(x, x′)−Bklij(x′, x) +Bklji(x′, x),
Bijkl(x, x
′) := a{∂αB0αij , pˆi′kl¯} (17.3)
It is now clear that our original task is divided into calculating Aijkl and Bijkl(x, x′).
Calculating Aijkl
Aijkl = {piiαbjα, pi′kβb′lβ} = piiαb′lβ{bjα, pi′kβ}+ bjαpi′kβ{piiα, b′lβ}
= pii
αblαηjkδ − bjαpikαηilδ = pˆiil¯ηjkδ − pˆikj¯ηilδ (17.4)
Hence:
I =
[
pˆiil¯ηjk − pˆikj¯ηil − pˆiik¯ηjl + pˆilj¯ηik − pˆijl¯ηik + pˆiki¯ηjl + pˆijk¯ηil − pˆil¯iηjk
]
δ (17.5)
2Having in mind that the connection is vanishing
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Calculating Bijkl(x,x′)
Bijkl(x, x
′) = a{∂αB0αij , pˆi′kl¯} = aε0αβγijmn∂α{bmβbnγ, pi′kδb′lδ}
= 2a∂α
[
ε0αβγijmnb
n
γblβδ(x− x′)
]
(17.6)
Using (C.9):
Bijkl(x, x
′) = a∂α
[(
B0αij ηkl +B
0α
ki ηjl +B
0α
jk ηil
)
δ(x− x′)] (17.7)
It is now straightforward to calculate II:
II = a∂α
[
B0αki ηjl +B
0α
jk ηil −B0αli ηjk −B0αjl ηik
]
δ(x− x′) (17.8)
Adding (17.5) and (17.8) we finally obtain:
{φij, φ′kl} = (ηikφlj + ηjkφil) δ − (k ↔ l) (17.9)
§ 18. Poisson Bracket {φij,H′β}
We divide our problem into smaller and easier sections:
{φij,H′β} = {pˆiij¯,H′β}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iijβ
−{pˆiji¯,H′β}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ijiβ
+ a{∂γB0γij ,H′β}︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
(18.1)
Since the second term can be obtained from the first one by interchanging i and j,
we only need to calculate Iijβ and II.
Calculating Iijβ
Iijβ = {piiγbjγ, pi′kαT ′kβα − b′kβ∂′αpi′kα}
= pii
γT ′βα{bjγ, pi′kα}+ bjγpi′kα{piiγ, T ′kβα}
−piiγb′kβ{bjγ, ∂′αpi′kα} − bjγ
(
∂
′
αpi
′
k
α
)
{piiγ, b′kβ}
= pii
αTjβαδ − bjαpi′iα∂′βδ + bjβpi′iα∂
′
αδ − piiαb′jβ∂
′
αδ + bjβ∂αpii
αδ (18.2)
Using theorem 13.1:
Iijβ = (pii
α∂βbjα + bjα∂βpii
α) δ + bjαpii
α∂βδ
= ∂β (pii
αbjαδ) = ∂β
(
pˆiij¯δ
)
(18.3)
Hence:
Iijβ − Ijiβ = ∂β
[(
pˆiij¯ − pˆiji¯
)
δ
]
(18.4)
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Calculating II
II = a{∂γB0γij , pi′kαT ′kβα − b′kβ∂
′
αpi
′
k
α}
= aT ′kβα∂γ{B0γij , pi′kα} − b′kβ∂γ∂
′
α{B0γij , pi′kα}
= −a∂′α∂γ
[
b′kβ{B0γij , pi′kα}
]
+ a∂γ
[(
∂
′
βb
′k
α
)
{B0γij , pi′kα}
]
(18.5)
Before moving on, it is useful to calculate:
{B0γij , pi′kα} = {ε0γδβijnmbnδbmβ, pi′kα} = 2ε0γδαijnk bnδδ(x− x′)
=
[
B0γij hk
α +Bα0ij hk
γ +Bγαij hk
0
]
δ(x− x′) (18.6)
where we used (C.8). Now, the first term in (18.5) is given by:
− a∂′α∂γ
[
bkβ{B0γij , pi′kα}
]
= −a∂′α∂γ
[(
B0γij δ
α
β −B0αij δγβ
)
δ(x− x′)] (18.7)
On the other hand, in order to calculate the second term in (18.5), we first need to
simplify the expression inside the square brackets:(
∂
′
βb
′k
α
)
{B0γij , pi′kα} = 2
(
∂βb
k
α
)
ε0γαδijkn b
n
δδ(x− x′)
= 2∂β
[
ε0γαδijkn b
k
αb
n
δ
]
δ − 2ε0γαδijkn bnδ
(
∂βb
k
α
)
δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∂′βb′kα){B0γij ,pi′kα}
(18.8)
Hence: (
∂
′
βb
′k
α
)
{B0γij , pi′kα} = ∂β
[
ε0γαδijkn b
k
αb
n
δ
]
δ =
(
∂βB
0γ
ij
)
δ (18.9)
Substituting the results (18.7) and (18.9) in (18.5):
II = −a∂′α∂γ
[(
B0γij δ
α
β −B0αij δγβ
)
δ(x− x′)]+ a∂γ [(∂βB0γij ) δ]
= a∂β
[(
∂γB
0γ
ij
)
δ(x− x′)] (18.10)
Finally, adding (18.4) and (18.10) gives
{φij,H′β} = ∂β [φijδ(x− x′)] (18.11)
§ 19. Poisson Bracket {φij,H′⊥}
In order to make the expressions in this section less cumbersome, it is useful to
introduce:
Bij := ∂αB
0α
ij (19.1a)
Hij := pˆiij¯ − pˆiji¯ (19.1b)
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Now, if-constraints can be written as φij = aBij + Hij. We can now divide our
problem into smaller and easier parts:
{φij,H′⊥} = {aBij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′}+ {aBij,
1
2
P 2
′} − {aBij, (JL¯T )′} (19.2a)
+{Hij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′}+ {Hij, 1
2
P 2
′} − {Hij, (JL¯T )′} (19.2b)
Poisson Brackets Involving Bij
In this section, we examine Poisson brackets in (19.2a). Since Bij depends only on
tetrads, it is useful to calculate:
{B0γij , pikα
′} = 2ε0γδαijnk bnδδ(x− x′)
=
(
B0γij hk
α +Bα0ij hk
γ +Bγαij hk
0
)
δ(x− x′)
:= f 0γαijk δ(x− x′) (19.3)
where we defined f 0γαijk as a totally antisymmetric quantity with respect to both
upper and lower indices. Now let us examine each term, one by one:
{aBij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′}
{aBij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′} = −ank ′∂α∂β ′{B0αij , pikβ ′}
= −ank ′∂α∂β ′
(
f 0αβijk δ(x− x′)
)
= a∂α
[
∂β
(
nkδ(x− x′)) f 0αβijk ]
= 2a∂α
[
∂β
(
nkδ(x− x′)) ε0αβγijkmbmγ]
= −a∂α
[
nkδ(x− x′)ε0αβγijkmTmβγ
]
= −a∂α
[
nkδ(x− x′)εα0βγijmkTmβγ
]
(19.4)
{aBij, 12P 2
′}
{aBij, 1
2
P 2
′} = 1
2J ′
{Bij, pi′(m¯n¯)}pi′(m¯n¯) − 1
4J ′
{Bij, pˆim¯′m¯}pˆip¯′p¯
=
1
2J ′
{Bij, pi′mn}pˆi(m¯n¯)
′ − 1
4J ′
ηm¯n¯{Bij, pi′mn}pˆip¯′p¯ (19.5)
where we used {Bij, nk} = 0 which implies {Bij, δm¯k¯ } = 0. Now, from (19.5) one can
see that our next step is to calculate {Bij, pi′mn}:
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{Bij, pi′mn} = {Bij, pimµ
′}b′nµ
= ∂α
[
f 0αµijm bnµδ(x− x′)
]
= ∂α
[(
B0αij ηmn +B
0α
miηjn +B
0α
jmηin
)
δ(x− x′)] (19.6)
We can now use this result in (19.5). The first term becomes:
1
2J ′
{Bij, pi′mn}pˆi(m¯n¯)
′
= ∂α
[
1
2J
(
B0αij pˆi
n¯
n¯ +B
0α
miηj¯n¯pˆi
(m¯n¯) +B0αjmηi¯n¯pˆi
(m¯n¯)
)
δ
]
(19.7a)
whereas the second one reads:
− 1
4J ′
ηm¯n¯{Bij, pi′mn}pˆip¯′p¯ = −∂α
[
1
4J
(
3B0αij +B
0α
miδ
m¯
j¯ +B
0α
jmδ
m¯
i¯
)
pˆin¯n¯δ
]
(19.7b)
Adding (19.7a) and (19.7b) gives:
{aBij, 1
2
P 2
′} = ∂α
[
1
2J
(
B0αmiηj¯n¯ +B
0α
jmηi¯n¯
)
pˆi(m¯n¯)δ
]
(19.7c)
−∂α
[
1
4J
(
B0αij +B
0α
miδ
m¯
j¯ +B
0α
jmδ
m¯
i¯
)
pˆin¯n¯δ
]
(19.7d)
It should be noted that (19.7d) is vanishing because of (C.11), so (19.7c) is the only
nontrivial part that remains. We further simplify it using (B.5):
{aBij, 1
2
P 2
′} = −∂α
[
1
J
(
H0αmiηjn +H
0α
jmηin
)
pˆi(m¯n¯)δ
]
= −∂α
[
N
(−ηjnhi0hmα + ηinhj0hmα) pˆi(m¯n¯)δ]
= ∂α
[(
nipˆi(m¯j¯) − njpˆi(m¯i¯)
)
hm¯αδ
]
(19.8)
{aBij, (JL¯T )′}
Since JL¯T does not depend on momenta, we can immediately conclude that:
{aBij, (JL¯T )′} = 0 (19.9)
If we now take into account all the results that we derived in this section, we get:
{aBij,H′⊥} = ∂α
[(
nipˆi(m¯j¯) − njpˆi(m¯i¯)
)
hm¯αδ
]− a∂α [nkδ(x− x′)εα0βγijmkTmβγ] (19.10)
Poisson Brackets Involving Hij
In this section, we will examine Poisson brackets in (19.2b). Since {Hij, δk¯′r¯ } is an
important side result, it is useful to first calculate {Hij, n′k}:
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{Hij, n′k} = bjα{piiα, n′k} − biα{pijα, n′k}
= bjαnihk¯
αδ(x− x′)− biαnjhk¯αδ(x− x′)
=
(
ηj¯k¯ni − ηi¯k¯nj
)
δ(x− x′)
= (ηjkni − ηiknj) δ(x− x′) (19.11)
where we used ηi¯j¯ = ηij − ninj. Now it is clear that:
{Hij, δk¯′r¯ } = {Hij, δkr − nk ′n′r} = −
(
δkj nr + ηjrn
k
)
niδ(x− x′)− (i↔ j) (19.12)
Later, we will need to calculate {Hij, (JL¯T )′}, so it is necessary to know both
{Hij, T ′km¯n¯} and {Hij, J ′}. Since Tkm¯n¯ = hm¯βhn¯γ
(
∂βb
k
γ − ∂γbkβ
)
we obtain here
a few side results that will make our work easier. Firstly:
{Hij, b′kβ} = bjα{piiα, b′kβ} − biα{pijα, b′kβ}
= (ηikbiβ − ηikbjβ) δ(x− x′) (19.13)
Secondly:
{Hij, hk¯β′} = {Hij, δp¯
′
k¯
}hpβ + {Hij, hpβ′}δp¯′k¯
= −
(
hj
βnk + ηjk
g0β√
g00
)
niδ +
(
hi
βnk + ηik
g0β√
g00
)
njδ
+bjαhk¯
αhi
βδ − biαhk¯αhjβδ
= ηjk
(
hi
β − g
0β√
g00
ni
)
δ − ηik
(
hj
β − g
0β√
g00
nj
)
δ
=
(
ηjkhi¯
β − ηikhj¯β
)
δ (19.14)
Thirdly:
{Hij, hm¯β′hh¯γ′} =
(
ηjmhi¯
βhn¯
γ + ηjnhi¯
γhm¯
β
)
δ − (i↔ j) (19.15)
The last thing we derive here is:
{Hij, J ′} = bjα{piiα, J ′} − biα{pijα, J ′}
=
(−bjαJhi¯α + biαJhj¯α) δ
=
(−ηj¯i¯ + ηi¯j¯) Jδ = 0 (19.16)
Before calculating {Hij, (JL¯T )′}, we will first find the other two terms in (19.2b),
because it turns out they are much easier but equally relevant:
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{Hij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′}
{Hij,−(nk∂βpikβ)′} = −bjα∂′βpikβ
′{piiα, nk′} − piiαnk′{bjα, ∂′βpikβ
′} − (i↔ j)
= −bjα(∂βpikβ)nihk¯αδ + piiβn′j∂βδ − (i↔ j)
= −(∂βpijβ)niδ + (∂βpikβ)ninknjδ + piiβ∂β [njδ]− (i↔ j)
= −(∂βpijβ)niδ − pijβ∂β [niδ] + (∂βpiiβ)njδ + piiβ∂β [njδ]
= −∂β
[(
pij
βni − piiβnj
)
δ
]
= −∂β
[(
nipˆijk¯ − njpˆiik¯
)
hk¯βδ
]
(19.17)
{Hij, 12P 2
′}
{Hij, 1
2
P 2
′} = 1
2aJ
{Hij, pˆi′m¯n¯}pˆi(m¯n¯) −
1
4aJ
ηmn{Hij, pˆi′m¯n¯}pˆip¯p¯ (19.18)
{Hij, pi′mn¯} = piiαbnβ{bjα, pimβ
′}+ bαjpimβ{piiα, b′nβ} − (i↔ j)
= pii
αbnαηjm − bjαpimαηin − (i↔ j)
=
(
ηjmpˆiin¯ − ηinpˆimj¯
)
δ − (ηimpˆijn¯ − ηjnpˆimi¯) δ (19.19a)
{Hij, pˆi′m¯n¯} = {Hij, pˆi′kn¯}δk¯m¯ + {Hij, δk¯
′
m¯}pˆikn¯
=
(
ηj¯m¯pˆiin¯ − ηinpˆim¯j¯
)
δ − (ηi¯m¯pˆijn¯ − ηjnpˆim¯i¯) δ
+
(−nmnipˆij¯n¯ + nmnjpˆii¯n¯ − ηj¯m¯nipˆi⊥k¯ + ηi¯m¯njpˆi⊥n¯) δ
=
(
ηj¯m¯pˆiin¯ + nmnjpˆii¯n¯ − ηj¯m¯nipˆi⊥k¯
)
δ
+
(−ηi¯m¯pˆijn¯ − nmnipˆij¯n¯ + ηi¯m¯njpˆi⊥n¯) δ
+
(
ηjnpˆim¯i¯ − ηinpˆim¯j¯
)
δ
=
(
ηjmpˆii¯n¯ − ηinpˆim¯j¯ + ηjnpˆim¯i¯ − ηimpˆij¯n¯
)
δ (19.19b)
Now, it is straightforward to see that:
{Hij, pˆi′m¯n¯}pˆi(m¯n¯) = 0 ηmn{Hij, pˆi
′
m¯n¯} = 0 (19.19c)
Substituting these into (19.18) gives:
{Hij, 1
2
P 2
′} = 0 (19.20)
{Hij, (JL¯T )′}
{Hij, (JL¯T )′} = aJ
′
2
{Hij, T ′km¯n¯}T
′km¯n¯ + aJ ′{Hij, T ′r¯m¯n¯}T
′m¯r¯n¯ − 2aJ ′{Hij, T¯ ′k¯}T¯
′k¯
(19.21)
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where T¯k¯ = T m¯m¯k¯. We can see that there are three terms that we need to calculate.
Using (19.13) and (19.15):
{Hij, T ′kβγ} = bjα{piiα, ∂
′
βb
′
kγ − ∂
′
γb
′
kβ} − (i↔ j)
= −ηik
[
bjγ∂
′
βδ − bjβ∂
′
γδ
]
− (i↔ j) (19.22)
{Hij, T ′km¯n¯} = {Hij, h′m¯βh′n¯γ}T ′kβγ + {Hij, T ′kβγ}h′m¯βh′n¯γ
=
[
(ηjmTki¯n¯ − ηjnTki¯m¯) δ − ηik
(
bjγ∂
′
βδ − bjβ∂
′
γδ
)
h′m¯βh′n¯γ
]
−(i↔ j) (19.23)
Hence, the first term in (19.21) is given by:
aJ ′
2
{Hij, T ′km¯n¯}T
′km¯n¯ =
aJ ′
2
[−Tki¯n¯T kn¯j¯ − Tki¯m¯T km¯j¯] δ
−aJ
′
2
ηik
(
bjγ∂
′
βδ − bjβ∂
′
γδ
)
h′m¯βh′n¯γT
′km¯n¯(19.24a)
−(i↔ j) (19.24b)
Note that the first line gives no contribution to the end result because of the sym-
metry (i ↔ j), whereas the two terms in the second line are equal to each other.
Then, we apply theorem 13.1:
aJ ′
2
{Hij, T ′km¯n¯}T
′km¯n¯ = aηikbjγ∂β
(
JT km¯n¯hm¯
βhn¯
γδ
)− (i↔ j)
= a∂β
(
ηikbjγJT
km¯n¯hm¯
βhn¯
γδ
)
−aηikJT km¯n¯hm¯βhn¯γδ∂βbjγ − (i↔ j)
= a∂β
(
JTim¯j¯h
m¯βδ
)− aJ
2
Ti
m¯n¯Tjm¯n¯δ − (i↔ j)
= a∂β
[
J
(
Tim¯j¯ − Tjm¯i¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
(19.25)
The second term in (19.21) is calculated as follows:
{Hij, T ′r¯m¯n¯} = {Hij, δ
′k¯
r¯ }T
′
km¯n¯ + {Hij, T
′
km¯n¯}δ
′k¯
r¯
=
[
(ηjmTr¯i¯n¯ − ηjnTr¯i¯m¯) δ − η′i¯r¯
(
bjγ∂
′
βδ − bjβ∂
′
γδ
)
h′m¯βh′n¯γ
]
−ni
(
δkj nr + ηjrn
k
)
Tkm¯n¯δ − (i↔ j) (19.26)
J ′{Hij, T ′r¯m¯n¯}T
′m¯r¯n¯ = −ni
(
Tjm¯n¯T
m¯r¯n¯nr + n
kTkm¯n¯T
m¯
j¯
n¯
)
Jδ
+ (ηjmTr¯i¯n¯T
m¯r¯n¯ − ηjnTr¯i¯m¯T m¯r¯n¯) Jδ
+ηi¯r¯ (bjγ∂βδ − bjβ∂γδ)hm¯βhn¯γT m¯r¯n¯J
+bjγδ∂β
[
ηi¯r¯hm¯
βhn¯
γT m¯r¯n¯J
]
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−bjβδ∂γ
[
ηi¯r¯hm¯
βhn¯
γT m¯r¯n¯J
]− (i↔ j)
= niT⊥m¯n¯T m¯n¯j¯Jδ +
(
Tr¯i¯n¯Tj¯
r¯n¯ − Tr¯i¯m¯T m¯r¯ j¯
)
Jδ
−∂β
[
δbjγhm¯
βhn¯
γT m¯n¯i¯J
]
+ ∂γ
[
δbjβhm¯
βhn¯
γT m¯n¯i¯J
]
+(∂βbjγ)hm¯
βhn¯
γT m¯n¯i¯Jδ − (∂γbjβ)hm¯βhn¯γT m¯n¯i¯Jδ
−(i↔ j)
= niT⊥m¯n¯T m¯n¯j¯Jδ +
(
Tr¯i¯n¯Tj¯
r¯n¯ − Tr¯i¯m¯T m¯r¯ j¯
)
Jδ
−∂β
[
Jδhm¯β
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ + Tj¯i¯m¯
)]
+ Tjm¯n¯T
m¯n¯
i¯Jδ − (i↔ j)
=
(
niT⊥m¯n¯T m¯n¯j¯ + njT⊥m¯n¯T
m¯n¯
i¯
)
Jδ − Tr¯i¯m¯T m¯r¯ j¯Jδ
−∂β
[
Jδhm¯β
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ + Tj¯i¯m¯
)]− (i↔ j)
= −∂β
[
Jδhm¯β
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ + Tj¯i¯m¯
)]− (i↔ j) (19.27)
The third term in (19.21) can be obtained similarly:
{Hij, T¯ ′n¯} = ηrm{Hij, T
′
r¯m¯n¯}
=
(
Tj¯i¯n¯ − ηjnT m¯i¯m¯
)
δ − η′i¯r¯
(
bjγ∂
′
βδ − bjβ∂
′
γδ
)
h
′r¯βh
′
n¯
γ
−ni
[
δkj n
m + δmj n
k
]
Tkm¯n¯δ − (i↔ j) (19.28)
{Hij, T¯ ′n¯}J ′T¯
′n¯ = Tj¯i¯n¯T¯
n¯Jδ + bjγ∂β
[
T¯ n¯hi¯
βhn¯
γJδ
]− bjβ∂γ [T¯ n¯hi¯βhn¯γJδ]
−niT⊥j¯n¯T¯ n¯Jδ − (i↔ j)
= Tj¯i¯n¯T¯
n¯Jδ + ∂β
[
T¯j¯hi¯
βJδ
]− ∂γ [ηj¯i¯T¯ n¯hn¯γJδ]
−(∂βbjγ)T¯ n¯hi¯βhn¯γJδ + (∂γbjβ)T¯ n¯hi¯βhn¯γJδ
−niT⊥j¯n¯T¯ n¯Jδ − (i↔ j) (19.29)
The third term in the first line of the last equality gives no contribution to the result
because of the symmetry (i↔ j). Two terms in the second line of the same equality
are proportional to the torsion tensor, which is written as −Tji¯n¯ = −Tj¯i¯n¯ − njT⊥i¯n¯:
{Hij, T¯ ′n¯}J ′T¯
′n¯ = ∂β
[
T¯j¯hi¯
βJδ
]− (niT⊥j¯n¯ + njT⊥i¯n¯) T¯ n¯Jδ − (i↔ j)
= ∂β
[
T¯j¯hi¯
βJδ
]− (i↔ j) (19.30)
Now, we combine all of the previously obtained results:
{Hij, (JL¯T )′} = a∂β
[
J
(
Tim¯j¯ − Tjm¯i¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
(19.31)
−a∂β
[
Jδhm¯β
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ + Tj¯i¯m¯ − Tm¯i¯j¯ − Ti¯j¯m¯
)]
−2a∂β
[
T¯j¯hi¯
βJδ
]
+ 2∂β
[
T¯i¯hj¯
βJδ
]
= −a∂β
[
J
(
niT⊥j¯m¯ − njT⊥i¯m¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
−2a∂β
[
J
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ − ηm¯j¯T¯i¯ + ηm¯i¯T¯j¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
(19.32)
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where we used Tim¯j¯ = Ti¯m¯j¯ + niT⊥m¯j¯. Finally:
{Hij,H′⊥} =a∂β
[
J
(
niT⊥j¯m¯ − njT⊥i¯m¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
+2a∂β
[
J
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ − ηm¯j¯T¯i¯ + ηm¯i¯T¯j¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
−a∂β
[(
nipˆijk¯ − njpˆiik¯
)
hk¯βδ
]
(19.33)
{φij,H′⊥}
Let us now combine the results from (19.10) and (19.33):
{φij,H′⊥} = {aBij,H
′
⊥}+ {Hij,H
′
⊥}
= ∂α
[(
nipˆi(m¯j¯) − njpˆi(m¯i¯)
)
hm¯αδ
]− a∂α [nkδ(x− x′)εα0βγijmkTmβγ]
+a∂β
[
J
(
niT⊥j¯m¯ − njT⊥i¯m¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
+2a∂β
[
J
(
Tm¯j¯i¯ − ηm¯j¯T¯i¯ + ηm¯i¯T¯j¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
−∂β
[(
nipˆijk¯ − njpˆiik¯
)
hk¯βδ
]
(19.34)
This result can be further simplified. By combining the first and fifth term in (19.34)
one finds:
∂α
[(
nipˆi(m¯j¯) − njpˆi(m¯i¯)
)
hm¯αδ
]− ∂β [(nipˆijk¯ − njpˆiik¯)hk¯βδ] =
= −1
2
∂β
[
hk¯βδ (niHjk − njHik)
]
(19.35)
On the other hand, the second and fourth term in (19.34) cancel each other out
because of (C.21), while the third term can be rewritten using (C.6):
a∂β
[
J
(
niT⊥j¯m¯ − njT⊥i¯m¯
)
hm¯βδ
]
= −a∂β
[
1
2
(niBjk − njBik)hk¯βδ
]
(19.36)
Combining everything yields:
{φij,H′⊥} = −
1
2
∂β
[
hk¯βδ [ni (aBjk +Hjk)− nj (aBik +Hik)]
]
= −1
2
∂β
[
(niφjk − njφik)hk¯βδ
]
(19.37)
Constraint Algebra
Here are all the Poisson brackets that include if-constraints:
{φij, φ′kl} = (ηikφlj + ηjkφil) δ − (k ↔ l)
{φij,H′β} = ∂β [φijδ(x− x′)]
{φij,H′⊥} = −
1
2
∂β
[
(niφjk − njφik)hk¯βδ
]
(19.38a)
(19.38b)
(19.38c)
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Once again, we emphasize that the constraint algebra (15.22) of TG is still valid
here. Thus, we found all six nontrivial Poisson brackets in TEGR. One can see
that each Poisson bracket is a linear combination of constraints. Therefore, all 14
constraints pii0,Hα,H⊥, φij are first-class quantities. Since the total Hamiltonian is
also a constraint3, it follows that the consistency conditions for φij are identically
fulfilled.
Number of Degrees of Freedom
Using (9.8), and the fact that bkµ has 16 independent components, one can conclude
that the number of degrees of freedom is:
number of degrees of freedom = 2 · 16− 2 · 14 = 4 (19.39)
That is the number of degrees of freedom in the phase space, whereas the corre-
sponding number in the configurational space is 4/2 = 2. This is in agreement with
the GR. In the next chapter, we will examine the construction of the generator of
gauge symmetries, and find the gauge transformations of the canonical variables.
3Up to a total divergence term, which is irrelevant here, as we noted earlier.
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Chapter V
Generators of Gauge Symmetries
In this chapter, we will construct the generators of gauge symmetries in the case of
TG and TEGR. After that, we will examine the gauge transformations of canonical
variables bkµ and pikµ.
§ 20. Gauge Generator in the Case of TG
Constructing the Generators
As we saw in §10, there is a bijective correspondence between the primary first-
class constraints and gauge generators. In this case, the only primary first-class
constraints are pii0, so we use them as a starting point in Castellani’s algorithm1
Gki = −pii0 (20.1)
Index i runs over primary first-class constraints, whereas k represents the number of
steps in Castellani’s algorithm, which is so far unknown. The next step is calculating
the Poisson bracket between Gki and the total Hamiltonian. One can simplify this a
little bit by noticing that {pii0, HT} = {pii0, Hc}, up to a first-class constraint2
{Gki ,HT} = niH⊥ + hi¯βHβ ≡ Hi (20.2)
where we defined Hi. This is not a primary first-class constraint, so we will continue
the algorithm by calculating Gk−1i :
Gk−1i = VPFC − {Gki ,HT} (20.3)
Using the fact that every primary first-class constraint can be written as a linear
combination of pii0, we can write the previous expression as:
Gk−1i (x) = −
∫
dy αi
m(x, y)pim
0(y)−Hi(x) (20.4)
where αim are yet to be determined.
1Gki = pii
0 is also a valid starting point.
2This is sufficient for Castellani’s algorithm (10.7).
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Now, we need to see if the Poisson bracket between Gk−1i and the total Hamilto-
nian is a primary first-class constraint. As before, it is justified to use the canonical
instead of the total Hamiltonian:
{Gk−1i ,Hc} = αimHm − {Hi,Hc} (20.5)
From the definition of Hi (20.2) it is easy to prove that Hc = bm0Hm. Using that
in the previous expression gives:
{Gk−1i ,Hc} = αimHm − bm0{Hi,Hm} (20.6)
In the second term, we use the definition of Hi:
{Hi,Hm} = {niH⊥ + hi¯αHα, nmH⊥ + hm¯βHβ} (20.7)
Expanding this expression gives us 16 new terms. Some of them are vanishing
{ni, nm} = {ni, hm¯β} = {hi¯α, hm¯β} = 0. Others can be obtained using (15.22) and:
{ni,H′β} = − (∂βbnα)nnhi¯αδ (20.8a)
{hi¯α,H′β} = (∂βbnγ)
(
nnni
3gαγ − hi¯γhn¯α
)
δ − δαβhi¯γ∂γδ (20.8b)
{ni,H′⊥} = − (T⊥i¯⊥ + hi¯α∂α) δ (20.8c)
{hi¯α,H′⊥} = −hm¯α
(
hi¯
β∂βnm + Tm¯i¯⊥ − niT⊥m¯⊥
)
δ + 3gαβni∂βδ (20.8d)
Hence, (20.7) can be rewritten as:
{Hi,Hm} = T nimHnδ (20.9)
Substituting this result in (20.6) gives:
{Gk−1i ,Hc} = αinHn − bm0T nimHnδ (20.10)
We can now see that it is possible to end Castellani’s algorithm if we choose αin =
bm0T
n
im. Thus, we conclude that k = 1, so the corresponding gauge generator can
be written as:
G = −
∫
d3x
[
ε˙ipii
0 + εi
(Hi + bm0T nimpin0)] (20.11)
Gauge Transformations of bkµ и pikµ
It turns out that it is useful to replace εk in (20.11) with the new gauge parameter
ξµ, defined as:
εk = ξµbkµ (20.12)
Hence, the gauge generator (20.11) can be written as:
G = −
∫
d3x
[
∂0
(
ξµbkµ
)
pik
0 + ξµ
(
bkµHk + bkµbm0T ikmpii0
)]
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= −
∫
d3x
[
ξ˙µbkµpik
0 + ξµPµ
]
(20.13)
where
Pµ := b
k
µHk + bkµbm0pii0T ikm + pik0∂0bkµ = bkµHk + pii0∂µbi0 (20.14)
On shell, P0 is equal to the total Hamiltonian up to a total divergence:
P0 = b
k
0Hk + pii0∂0bi0 = Hc + pii0∂0bi0 = HT − ∂αDα (20.15)
which follows from:
∂0b
i
0 = {bi0,HT} = {bi0,Hc + ukpik0} = ui
On the other hand:
Pα = b
k
αHk + pii0∂αbi0 = Hα + pii0∂αbi0 = piiµ∂αbiµ − ∂β
(
pii
βbiα
)
(20.16)
Now it is straightforward to derive the gauge transformations of bkµ:
δ0b
k
µ = {bkµ, G} = −{bkµ,
∫
dx′
[
ξ˙′
ν
b′iνpi′i0 + ξ′
ν
P ′ν
]
}
= −ξ˙νbkνδ0µ −
∫
dx′ ξ′0{bkµ, P ′0} −
∫
dx′ ξ′α{bkµ, P ′α} (20.17)
The second and the third term are given by:
−
∫
dx′ ξ′0{bkµ, P ′0} = −
∫
dx′ ξ′0{bkµ,H′T − ∂′αD′α} = −ξ0b˙kµ − bk0δβµ∂βξ0
(20.18a)
−
∫
dx′ ξ′α{bkµ, P ′α} = −
∫
dx′ ξ′α{bkµ, pi′iµ∂′αb′iµ − ∂
′
β
(
pi′iβb′
i
α
)
}
= −ξα∂αbkµ − bkαδβµ∂βξα (20.18b)
Gauge transformation of tetrads is thus obtained by substituting (20.18) into (20.17):
δ0b
k
µ = −bkρ∂µξρ − ξρ∂ρbkµ (20.19)
The procedure for obtaining the gauge transformations of the momenta pikµ is very
similar:
δ0pik
µ = −
∫
dx′ {pikµ, ξ˙′νb′iνpi′i0} −
∫
dx′ ξ′0{pikµ, P ′0} −
∫
dx′ ξ′α{pikµ, P ′α}
= ξ˙µpik
0 − ξ0∂0pikµ + δµ0
(
∂αξ
0
)
pik
α − ∂α (ξαpikµ) + (∂βξα)pikβδµα
= (∂νξ
µ) pik
ν − ξν∂νpikµ − (∂αξα) pikµ (20.20)
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Hence:
δ0pik
µ = (∂νξ
µ) pik
ν − ξν∂νpikµ − (∂αξα) pikµ (20.21)
It is very important to note that gauge transformations (20.19) are actually local
translations. Thus, we conclude that TG can be interpreted as a gauge theory
of translations. In the next section, we will see that TEGR has additional gauge
symmetries, which unfortunately do not have such a clear geometric interpretation.
§ 21. Gauge Generators in the Case of TEGR
As noted earlier, beside the sure constraints, TEGR also has if-constraints. From
(19.38) we concluded that those constraints are first-class quantities. According to
Castellani’s algorithm, there should also exist the corresponding gauge symmetries.
Before we start constructing these new generators, it is necessary to clarify one
important issue that arises with the emergence of these new primary constraints.
Procedure for constructing the gauge generator in TG is no longer valid in TEGR,
even though pii0 are still primary first-class constraints. TG and TEGR look similar,
but these theories do not even have the same total Hamiltonians. This is in itself a
sufficient indicator that should make us doubt the validity of the previously obtained
generator in this new case. Luckily, there is no need to repeat the whole procedure
from the previous section because we know that the gauge transformations (20.19)
and (20.21) are still valid3. Thus, one can easily guess the form of the generator
which gives the correct gauge transformations. From the derivation in the previous
section, we can see that such a generator is given by (20.13), where4 P0 = HT−∂αDα.
In other words, a new gauge generator (in the case of TEGR) corresponding to pii0
can be obtained from the old gauge generator (in the case of TG) by formally
substituting the old total Hamiltonian with the new one. Let us now examine a
gauge generator that corresponds to φij:
Castellani’s Algorithm for φij
The starting point in Castellani’s algorithm is:
Gkij = φij (21.1)
Now, we have to check if the Poisson bracket between Gkij and the total Hamil-
tonian HT = Hc + ukpik0 + 12uklφkl is a primary first-class constraint. In this case:{φij,HT} = {φij,Hc} = {φij, NH⊥}+{φij.NβHβ}. We already calculated {φij,H⊥}
in (19.37). Similarly, we can obtain:
{φij, NH⊥} = −1
2
∂β
[
N (niφjk − njφik)hk¯βδ
]
3This can be directly checked regardless of the construction procedure.
4Here, HT is the total Hamiltonian of TEGR, not TG!
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Also, {φij,Hβ} was calculated in (18.11). Similarly:
{φij, NβHβ} = ∂β
(
Nβφijδ
)
Hence:
{φij,HT} = −1
2
∂β
[
N (niφjk − njφik)hk¯βδ
]
+ ∂β
(
Nβφijδ
)
(21.2)
The right-hand side represents the primary first-class constraint. As a consequence,
Castellani’s procedure immediately ends. Thus, the gauge generator is given by:
G =
1
2
∫
d3x εijφij (21.3)
Gauge Transformations of bkµ и pikµ
Gauge transformations of tetrads are obtained straightforwardly:
δ0b
k
µ = {bkµ, G′} = 1
2
∫
dx′ εij{bkµ, pi′iαb′jα − pi′jαb′iα} = εkibiαδαµ (21.4)
This can be written as:
δ0b
k
0 = 0; δ0b
k
α = ε
kibiα (21.5)
Let us now examine gauge transformations of momenta:
δ0pii
µ =
∫
dx′ {pikµ, aB′ij +H′ij}1
2
ε′ij ≡ δ(B)0 pikµ + δ0(H)pikµ (21.6)
where
δ
(B)
0 pik
µ =
1
2
∫
dx′ {pikµ, aB′ij}ε′ij
=
a
2
∫
dx′ ε′ijε0αβγijlm ∂
′
α{pikµ, b′lβb′mγ}
= aε0αβγijkmb
m
γ∂αε
ij (21.7)
δ
(H)
0 pik
µ =
1
2
∫
dx′ ε′ij{pikµ,H′ij}
=
1
2
∫
dx′ ε′ij{pikµ, pi′iαb′jα − pi′jαb′iα}
= −δµαεikpiiα (21.8)
Substituting these results in (21.6) gives:
δ0pik
µ = aε0αµγijkmb
m
γ∂αε
ij − δµαεikpiiα (21.9)
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This result can be rewritten as:
δ0pik
0 = 0; δ0pik
β = aε0αβγijkmb
m
γ∂αε
ij − εikpiiβ (21.10)
Gauge transformations of tetrads (21.5) look like Lorentz transformations,
but (21.10) shows clear differences.
We know that gauge transformations should preserve the constraints, δ0φij ≈ 0.
In other words, gauge transformations map the points from the hypersurface Γ
(picture II.1) into (not necessarily the same) points on Γ. This property can be used
as a test (necessary but not sufficient) to check our results.
δ0φij = {φij, G′} = 1
2
∫
dx′ {φij, φ′kl}εkl ≈ 0 (21.11)
where we used the fact that φij are first-class constraints. A similar analysis can
be repeated for the other generator (and other constraints). This completes the
canonical analysis of this paper. We could expand it by adding the calculation of
conserved charges, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have:
• derived many identities in ADM basis, which we have heavily used throughout
this paper.
• proved that TEGR is equivalent to GR.
• reviewed the canonical analysis of constrained systems and then applied it to
the case of electrodynamics.
• applied the canonical formalism in the case of TG and TEGR. In particular,
we’ve constructed the corresponding canonical Hamiltonians, found all the
constraints that exist in the theories, and then calculated the Poisson brack-
ets between them. Thus obtained constraint algebra was used to classify the
constraints themselves and to calculate the gauge symmetry generator using
Castellani’s algorithm. Within the framework of this analysis, we’ve also ob-
tained that the number of degrees of freedom in the configuration space of
TG is 8, while in the case of TEGR it is 2, as expected, having in mind its
equivalence to GR.
• found the gauge transformations of bkµ and pikµ. We’ve concluded that lo-
cal translations are symmetries of both TG and TEGR. Besides, TEGR has
additional symmetries (and constraints) compared to TG, and consequently
fewer degrees of freedom than TG. Although these additional symmetries are
very reminiscent of Lorentz transformations, they do not have a standard
geometrical interpretation. The additional symmetries could have gone unno-
ticed within Lagrange’s formalism. This is one of the benefits of the canonical
formalism. Moreover, we are sure that we have found all gauge symmetries be-
cause the formalism itself requires finding all the constraints, and by applying
Castellani’s algorithm we can obtain all gauge symmetries.
Thus, we have given a complete analysis of the canonical structure of TG and TEGR.
In the future, this paper can be extended by adding the calculation of conserved
charges. Besides, the obtained results provide a step forward towards a better
understanding of f(LT ) theories of gravity.
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§A. The dependence of the ADM variables on bk0
The main goal of this section is to prove:
Theorem A.1.
• nk, hk¯µ,Hα,H⊥, J = bN do not depend on bk0
• N,Nα, b linearly depend on bk0.
We will divide the proof into lemmas in order to make it clearer.
Lemma A.1. 3haα ≡ haα− ha0h0αh00 and baβ are inverses of each other. In other words
3ha
αbaβ = δ
α
β
Proof.
3ha
αbaβ = (ha
α− ha
0h0
α
h00
)baβ = hk
αbkβ−h0αb0β− h0
α
h00
(hk
0bkβ−h00b0β) = δαβ (A.1)
Lemma A.2. If we define a new quantity ha as ha ≡ ha0h00 , then: ha = −3haαb0α
Proof.
3ha
αb0α = (ha
α−ha
0h0
α
h00
)b0α = ha
µb0µ−ha0b00−ha
0
h00
(h0
µb0µ−h00b00) = −ha
0
h00
(A.2)
Using these two lemmas, it is now obvious that 3haαand hb do not depend on bk0
Consequence A.1. From nk ∝ hk0 ∝ hk0h00 we conclude that n ∝ (1, hb) ≡ l. Using
the fact that n is a unit vector we get n = l√
l·l . We proved that hb does not depend
on bk0. That means that nk also cannot depend on bk0.
Lemma A.3. hk¯µ does not depend on bk0
Proof. Let us define a new quantity 3hlµ = hlµ − hl0h0µh00 . This quantity is equal to
3ha
α for l = a and µ = α. Otherwise, (for l = 0 or µ = 0) it is vanishing. Taking
into account that we already proved that 3haα is independent of bk0, we can draw
the same conclusion for 3hlµ. Further:
(δlk − nlnk)3hlµ = hkµ −
hk
0h0
µ
h00
− nknlhlµ + nlnkhl
0h0
µ
h00
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= hk
µ − nknlhlµ = δ l¯khlµ = hk¯ l (A.3)
Using the fact that the left-hand side is independent of bk0 we can draw the same
conclusion for the right-hand side hk¯ l.
Consequence A.2. Since N = nkbk0; Nα = hk¯αbk0 we conclude that N and Nα
linearly depend on bk0.
Lemma A.4. b := detbkµ = Nn0detb
a
α ≡ JN
Proof. Let us introduce a new notation in which A represents the matrix which is
obtained by erasing the first row and the first column from the matrix A. Inverse
matrix (A−1) elements will be denoted as cij. Then, from the inverse matrix theorem,
we know that c11 = detAdetA . It turns out to be more useful to write that result as
detA = detA
c11
. In the case of matrix bkµ the previous formula gives us b = detb
a
α
h00
. If
we now take into account that N = 1√
g00
, n0 =
h00√
g00
it is easy to see that lemma
A.4 holds.
Consequence A.3. We can now see that b linearly depends on bk0. That means
that J is independent of bk0 because it can be written as J = detb
a
α
n0
. Using all of
the results obtained so far, as well as (12.15b) it becomes obvious that Hβ does not
depend on bk0. The same conclusion can be made for H⊥ using:
H⊥ = piim¯T i⊥m¯ − ni∂αpiiα − JLT (A.4)
Thus, the proof of the theorem is completed.
§B. Jacobi’s Theorem and Its Consequences
Theorem B.1. Let A ∈ Cn×n be a nonsingular matrix. Let I and J be two subsets
of the set N = {1, 2...n}, such that |I| = |J |. Then:
det (A[I, J ]) = (−1)
∑
I+
∑
J · detA · det ((A)−1[Jc, Ic]) (B.1)
where:
• Ic = N/I
• A[I, J ] is a |I|× |J | matrix, which can be obtained by erasing all rows indexed
by Ic and by erasing all columns indexed by Jc.
• ∑ I is a sum of all elements in I.
This is sometimes referred to as Jacobi’s theorem. We will first prove it in the special
case I = J = {1...k} and then we will extend our proof to the general case:
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Lemma B.1. Theorem (B.1) is valid for I = J = {1...k}, k < n.
Proof. We will introduce a new notation in which Ai denotes i−th column of the
matrix A, while ei denotes the column whose elements are all zeros except the ith
element which is 1. Then it is obvious that:
A · [e1 e2 ... ek (A−1)k+1 ... (A−1)n] = [A1 ... Ak ek+1 ... en]
Taking the determinant of each side gives us detA · det (A−1[Jc, Ic]) = detA[I, J ].
Thus, the lemma is proved.
Now, we will start proving the general case. It is important to notice that
there always exist permutation matrices C,R, such that A[I, J ] = (CAR)[K,K],
K = {1...k}, where k = |I| = |J |. Lemma B.1 is applicable to (CAR)[K,K], so:
det (A[I, J ]) = det (CAR[K,K]) = det (CAR) · det ((CAR)−1 [Kc, Kc])
= (−1)σ(C)+σ(R) · detA · det ((R−1A−1C−1) [Kc, Kc])
= (−1)σ(C)+σ(R) · detA · det (A−1[Jc, Ic])
where σ(C) is a parity of the permutation C. It is easy to see that (−1)σ(C)+σ(R) =
(−1)∑ I+∑ J . That completes proof of theorem B.1.
Determinant of a submatrix
Formula detA ≡ a = − 1
n!
εj1...jnεi1...ina
i1
j1 ...a
in
jn is valid for every matrix A ∈ Cn×n.
It is easy to show that a similar formula is also valid for the determinant of a
submatrix5
am1...mkn1...nk = −
(−1)∑ I+∑ J · (−1)σ(m1...mk) · (−1)σ(n1...nk)
(n− k)! ε
m1...mkj1...εn1...nki1...a
i1
j1a
i2
j2 ...
(B.2)
where am1...mkn1...nk is the determinant
6 of a matrix obtained from A by erasing rows
m1...mk and columns n1...nk. Now, using (B.1) and (B.2) we obtain:
− (−1)
σ(m1...mk)+σ(n1...nk)
(n− k)! ε
m1...mkj1...εn1...nki1...a
i1
j1a
i2
j2 ... = detA · det
(
A−1[Jc, Ic]
)
(B.3)
where Ic = {m1, ...mk}, Jc = {n1, ...nk}.
Even though (B.3) looks cumbersome, consequences of that relation are especially
important to us:
5The summation is not performed over mi and nj .
6Determinant with a sign! We take into account the permutations of both upper and lower
indices.
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Consequences of (B.3)
1. If we use bkµ as our matrix A in (B.3) then its inverse of transpose is hkµ, while
its determinant is b. Using Ic = {i, j}, Jc = {µ, ν}, relation (B.3) becomes:
− 1
2
εµνρσijmnb
m
ρb
n
σ = b (hi
µhj
ν − hiνhjµ) (B.4)
Sometimes it is useful to introduce a new notation Bµνij = ε
µνρσ
ijmnb
m
ρb
n
σ, Hµνij =
b (hi
µhj
ν − hiνhjµ). Now, (B.4) can be written as:
2Hµνij = −Bµνij (B.5)
2. Equation (B.3) is very easy to apply up to a sign. However, determining the
sign can be tiresome. That is why we will now derive another useful result
using a different method to obtain the sign.
As earlier, we will apply (B.3) to bkµ, but in this case, we will take the sub-
matrix to be 3× 3 (not 2× 2 as earlier):
κ
6b
µνρσikmnb
k
νb
m
ρb
n
σ = hi
µ (B.6)
where |κ| = 1, but for now we don’t know if k is +1 or −1. By imposing a
condition that hiµbjν = δji we see that κ = −1:
hi
µ = − 1
6b
µνρσikmnb
k
νb
m
ρb
n
σ (B.7)
3. Using the same reasoning as earlier we get:
biµ = − b
6
εijklµνρσhj
νhk
ρhl
σ (B.8)
§C. Useful relations for calculating Poisson
brackets
This section has two parts. The first part contains relations that are used in TG,
whereas the second part contains relations that are used in TEGR.
Useful relations in TG
The proof of the next few lemmas will rely on the following relation:
τµν = bT
µ
ν + ∆
µ
ν = Hk
µγT kνγ −NJLT δµν − bkν∂γHkµγ (C.1)
which represents an equivalent form of (14.2).
Lemma C.1.
τ 0α = Hα = JT⊥α + ∆0α (C.2)
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Proof. From (C.1) we can see that:
τ 0α = pik
γT kαγ − bkα∂γpikγ = Hα
where we used that Hk0ν = pikν . Returning to (C.1) again:
Hα = τ 0α = bT 0α + ∆0α = b
N
T⊥α + ∆0α = JT⊥α + ∆0α
Lemma C.2.
τ 0⊥ = H⊥ = JT⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥ (C.3)
Proof. Using (C.1) gives us:
τ 0⊥ = pikγT k⊥γ −NJg0⊥LT − bk⊥∂γpikγ
= pˆik
m¯T k⊥m¯ − JLT − nk∂γpikγ
= JT⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥ = H⊥
If we now use (C.1) again:
H⊥ = τ 0⊥ = bT 0⊥ + ∆0⊥ = b
N
T⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥ = JT⊥⊥ + ∆0⊥
Lemma C.3.
T k⊥l¯ = J
∂T⊥⊥
∂pˆikl¯
(C.4)
Proof. From the definition of T µν we get:
T⊥⊥ =
1
b
Hk
⊥γT k⊥γ − g⊥⊥L = 1
J
pik
γT k⊥γ − LT (C.5)
∂T⊥⊥
∂pˆipl¯
=
1
J
∂pik
γ
∂pˆipl¯
T k⊥γ +
1
J
pik
γ ∂T
k⊥γ
∂pˆipl¯
− ∂LT
∂pˆipl¯
=
1
J
T p⊥l¯ +
1
J
pik
γ ∂T
k⊥γ
∂pˆipl¯
− ∂LT
∂T k⊥γ
∂T k⊥γ
∂pˆipl¯
=
1
J
T p⊥l¯ +
1
J
pik
γ ∂T
k⊥γ
∂pˆipl¯
− 1
J
pik
γ ∂T
k⊥γ
∂pˆipl¯
=
1
J
T p⊥l¯
Lemma C.4. The Legendre identities hold:
∂L
∂T ik¯m¯
= − ∂T⊥⊥
∂T ik¯m¯
(C.6)
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Proof. Using (C.5) to express T⊥⊥:
∂T⊥⊥
∂T ip¯s¯
=
1
J
pik
γ ∂T
k⊥γ
∂T ip¯s¯
− ∂LT
∂T ip¯s¯
= − ∂LT
∂T ip¯s¯
(C.7)
because ∂T
k⊥γ
∂T ip¯s¯
∼ δp¯⊥ = δkl nlδp¯k = δkl nl(δpk − npnk) = np − np = 0
Useful relations in TEGR
Lemma C.5.
εµλωθimnpb
i
µ =
1
2
[
Bλωmnhp
θ +Bλωpmhn
θ +Bnp
λωhm
θ
] ≡ 1
2
fλωθmnp (C.8)
Proof. Relation (B.8) can be equivalently written as:
biµ =
1
24
εijklµνρσB
νρ
jkhl
σ
Now it is straightforward to obtain that:
εimnpb
i
µ =
1
24
εimnpε
ijklεµνρσB
νρ
jkhl
σ = − 1
12
εµνρσf
νρσ
mnp
If we notice that f νρσmnp is antisymmetric with respect to both upper and lower indices,
we can complete the proof simply by multiplying each side of the previous equation
by ενλωθ.
Using (C.8) one can now obtain a few additional relations:
ε0αβγijkl b
l
γbnβ =
1
2
(
ηknB
0α
ij + ηjnB
0α
ki + ηinB
0α
jk
)
(C.9)
ε0αβγijkl b
l
γb
k
δ =
1
2
(
δβδB
0α
ij + δ
α
δB
β0
ij
)
(C.10)
0 = B0αij +B
0α
ki δ
k¯
j¯ +B
0α
jk δ
k¯
i¯ (C.11)
Lemma C.6.
Pij
α :=
1
2
N (niBjk − njBik)hk¯α = −b
(
niT⊥j¯k¯ − njT⊥i¯k¯
)
hk¯α (C.12)
where Bij := ∂αB0αij .
Proof. Using lemma 5.1, as well as the equation (B.5), it is easy to see that:
Bij = −2J
(
T⊥i¯j¯ − niT¯j¯ + njT¯i¯
)
(C.13)
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Using (C.13) it is now straightforward to calculate:
Pij
α = −JN (niT⊥j¯k¯ − ninjT¯k¯ + nkniT¯j¯ − njT⊥i¯k¯ + ninjT¯k¯ − njnkT¯i¯)hk¯α
= −b (niT⊥j¯k¯ − njT⊥i¯k¯)hk¯α (C.14)
Lemma C.7.
εα0βγijmkT
m
βγ = hi
αBkj − hjαBki + hkαBji − 2Jhmα
(
niT
m
j¯k¯ + nkT
m
i¯j¯ + njT
m
k¯i¯
)
(C.15)
Proof. There are many ways to express a determinant of any matrix. We will use
one of those ways in the case of inverse tetrad matrix:
hεα0βγijmk = −2hiα
(
hj
0h[m
βhk]
γ + hm
0h[k
βhj]
γ + hk
0h[j
βhm]
γ
)
+2hj
α
(
hi
0h[m
βhk]
γ + hm
0h[k
βhi]
γ + hk
0h[i
βhm]
γ
)
+2hk
α
(
hi
0h[j
βhm]
γ + hj
0h[m
βhi]
γ + hm
0h[i
βhj]
γ
)
−2hmα
(
hi
0h[j
βhk]
γ + hj
0h[k
βhi]
γ + hk
0h[i
βhj]
γ
)
(C.16)
Let us multiply each side by Tmβγ:
εα0βγijmkT
m
βγ = −2Jhiα (njTmmk + nmTmkj + nkTmjm) (C.17a)
+2Jhj
α (niT
m
mk + nmT
m
ki + nkT
m
im) (C.17b)
+2Jhk
α (niT
m
jm + njT
m
mi + nmT
m
ij) (C.17c)
−2Jhmα (niTmjk + njTmki + nkTmij) (C.17d)
The second line can be obtained from the first line, up to a sign, by substituting
(i ↔ j). Similarly, the third line can be obtained from the first line, up to a sign,
by substituting (i↔ k). Therefore, to calculate the first three rows it is enough to
calculate only the first, while the last row must be considered separately.
Let us now calculate (C.17a), taking into account that T⊥kj = T⊥k¯j¯ + nkT⊥⊥j¯ −
njT⊥⊥k¯, as well as njTmmk¯ = njT⊥⊥k¯ + njT m¯m¯k¯:
−2Jhiα (njTmmk + nmTmkj + nkTmjm) = −2Jhiα
(
T⊥k¯j¯ + njT
m¯
m¯k¯ − nkT m¯m¯j¯
)
= hi
αBkj (C.18)
where we used (C.13). Now, we immediately conclude that (C.17b) and (C.17c)
are equal to −hjαBki and hkαBji respectively. The only thing that remains is to
calculate (C.17d):
− 2Jhmα (niTmjk + njTmki + nkTmij) = −2Jhmα
(
niT
m
j¯k¯ + nkT
m
i¯j¯ + njT
m
k¯i¯
)
(C.19)
That completes the proof of our lemma.
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Consequence C.1.
εα0βγijmkT
m
βγn
kN = −2bhmαTmi¯j¯ −Nh⊥αBij + 2bhiαT¯j¯ − 2bhjαT¯i¯
= −2bhmα
(
Tmi¯j¯ − δmi T¯j¯ + δmj T¯i¯
)−Nh⊥αBij
= −2bhmα
(
T m¯i¯j¯ − δm¯i¯ T¯j¯ + δm¯j¯ T¯i¯
)
−2bh⊥α
(
T⊥i¯j¯ − niT¯j¯ + njT¯i¯
)−Nh⊥αBij
= −2bhm¯α
(
T m¯i¯j¯ − δm¯i¯ T¯j¯ + δm¯j¯ T¯i¯
)
(C.20)
We conclude that:
εα0βγijmkT
m
βγn
kN = −2bhm¯α
(
T m¯i¯j¯ − δm¯i¯ T¯j¯ + δm¯j¯ T¯i¯
)
(C.21)
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